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FOREWORD

The Intelligent Vehicle Highway System (IVHS) program has created a climate in
which real innovation in surface transportation seems to be possible. The program is a
window in time in which there is an opportunity to rethink our transportation systems in
a fundamental way, and to bring new and largely unexploited technology and ideas to
bear on old and steadily worsening problems.

If we do this successfully, if we truly begin to perturb the path of evolution for the better,
then the window of opportunity will stay open for a virtual revolution in transportation.
If, on the other hand, we squander this opportunity on schemes and systems that have
no widespread benefit or promise of fundamental improvement, we surely invite this
almost unique window to be closed by a disappointed public.

It is therefore key, particularly for those programs supported by public funds and
agencies, that we focus our collective efforts on those things which truly pay off, that
carry significant and recognizable benefits to the public at large.

The purpose of this study is to provide a logical framework for the identification and
evaluation of alternative IVHS functions, to help sort out the most important from the
less important, and to specifically relate the various IVHS functions with the public
sector goals they might serve.

1
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The Intelligent Vehicle Highway System (IVHS) is intended, through the coherent
exploitat,ion of advanced technology, to improve the functioning of our highway and
road transportation system.

The IVHS can be thought of as a collection of functions: for example, the function of
metering traffic onto freeways, the function of providing drivers with up-to-date
information about traffic conditions, the function of automatically braking one’s vehicle
if it gets too close to the vehicle in front, the function of providing guidance to a vehicle
as to how to get from here to there, and so on.

Some of these functions will help improve safety, some will decrease congestion,
some will serve other goals. If some function or action fails to reasonably contribute to
one or more of the goals of an IVHS, then certainly no public sector IVHS funds should
be allocated to its development. But actions or functions that contribute appreciably to
one or more goals should at least be considered if the costs of their implementation is
reasonable.

The purpose of this analysis is to provide a framework for the systematic
identification and evaluation of the functions that might reasonably contribute to
IVHS goals, and therefore are candidates for inclusion in an IVHS.

The statement of work for the study specified two primary tasks:

“The first step Is to establish the logical relationships between goals and actions. ‘*

“Actions that could sensibly contribute to their realization will be identified for
each IVHS goal.”

In the first step of the study we begin by articulating the goals of the system: what do
we want it to do, what problems to solve or alleviate, what conditions to change. We
then identify all of the specific actions or system functions that might help meet these
goals. This is carried out through the successive decomposition of these broad goals
into narrower goals, actions, functions, or strategies that our judgment and intuition
suggest might be useful. This portion of the analysis is described in Chapter 4, THE
LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS AMONG GOALS AND ACTIONS.

This chapter also includes discussion of some of the patterns of commonality, and
some general strategies that emerge from the analysis.

“The second step is to quantify, insofar as is feasible within the scope of work, the
level of contribution of each of the actions to the major goals.”

3
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“The effort here will be largely integrative, tapping existing work as much as
practical. It is beyond the scope of this effort to perform in-depth original
assessments of payoff....”

The work that has been accomplished in this part of the study is described in Chapter 4,
BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF IVHS ACTIONS.

The study drew heavily on work already accomplished under Rockwell’s internal R&D
programs. The duration of the contracted work was six months.

While an assessment of benefits alone will give a sense of initial priority, the final
choices should not be made without some sense of the costs involved. A knowledge
of both cost and contribution provides a rational basis for final selection of system
functions and the mapping of a cost-effective introductory sequence to guide system
evolution. The estimation of costs was beyond the scope of this study.

The price of rigor is tedium, and some will be endured to try to insure that we do not
overlook possibilities that lie outside our normal thought processes. The possibilities
for IVHS go beyond the familiar, because it has the potential to provide us with tools for
road system management that we have never had before.

It is hoped that the analysis will contribute more than just an ordering of familiar
functions within familiar strategies, that it will suggest new and hopefully more
powerful approaches to achieve the goals we have articulated for our ground transport
system.

4
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Chapter 2

RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

2.1 Goals to Actions Relationship Methodology

We found the methodology used to link IVHS functions and actions to IVHS goals to be
very useful. It is conceptually simple, and provides a discipline that forces careful and,
at times, creative thinking. It also forces one to think “functions” rather than think
“technologies”, putting technologies in their proper place as tools to carry out
functions, not ends in themselves.

In our judgment the synthesis of an IVHS architecture should begin with a process
analogous to the one followed here: to first decide in broad terms what the goals are,
and then use some logical process to select the functions that provide the greatest
payoffs in meeting those goals. The popular notion that one starts by specifying
“requirements” basically assumes we already know the answers. In fact,
“requirements” - the specification of what functions the system is to carry out and how
well it is to perform them - are progressively derived as a part of the architectural
synthesis, beginning with an assessment of the payoff of each of the candidate
functions as undertaken here, and followed by estimates of the cost of their
implementation.

Interestingly, we found that the process had a feedback: it helped sharpen the goals
themselves.

2.2 Potential Payoffs of IVHS Functions

The individual assessments of all the functions identified in the analysis are
summarized in the next chapter, Summary of Analyses. Here we present an overview
of those results.

The limited scope of the study and the complexity of the problem forces all the usual
caveats about the tentativeness of these evaluations. To no surprise, the literature
provides some solid results, but more often yielded only fragmentary analyses and
opinions that were hard to correlate with the specific framework we had derived.

But caveats not withstanding, one conclusion stands out: by far, the biggest potential
payoff in IVHS R&D is in the selective automation of the vehicle.

The provision of automated gap control and even modest platooning modifies the
typical freeway speed-density-flow curves, allowing potential gains in effective freeway
capacity of two or three hundred percent.

Automated gap control, lane control, and collision avoidance systems also offer the
potential for dramatic improvements in safety, a potential that would justify much more
detailed and careful assessment.

5
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As we go farther out in time, and provide the now smart street with direct control over
the smart car, we have the theoretical potential for zero accidents. The point is not that
we will reach this potential in the foreseeable future, but that it is a path of system
evolution that can offer truly significant gains.

While only cursorily evaluated, this marriage of the Advanced Traffic Management
System (ATMS) and Advanced Vehicle Control System (AVCS) also offers the
possibility of large - a factor of two or greater - increases in intersection throughput.

The automation of the vehicle carries us into uncharted waters. But with this
exception, most of hte other functions we identified are incremental improvements to
the existing system, although some represent enough of an extrapolation to be
classed as new. In general, these reflect the trend of making familiar actions and
decisions smarter - a new level of intelligence in the behavior of the existing road
transport system.

Most of the gains of this general class of functions appear to be individually modest,
typically falling in the two to twenty percent improvement category, with a few that
placed above fifty percent. But, unlike AVCS, these incremental improvements have
the merit that we know how to do them.
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Chapter 3

THE LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS AMONG GOALS AND ACTIONS

The starting point for this analysis is the articulation of goals: what problems do we
want to solve or conditions to alleviate. We have also selected the scenarios to be
examined.

The second step is, for a selected goal in a given scenario, to identify all those actions
we can imagine that might reasonably contribute to its attainment.

The third step is interpretation, to try to derive from the exercise more focused
strategies and clearer perspectives for selecting the functional systems that would be
the first candidates for inclusion in the IVHS. Here we also take the bottoms-up
perspective, starting with a given action and relating it to the goals that it might serve.

3.1 Goals and Scenarios

We have elected to begin with the hard-core problems facing our road-highway
system.

l Alleviate Congestion
l Improve Safety
l Decrease Harmful Emissions
l Decrease Consumption of Scarce Energy Resources

The energy goal has been included because it is widely perceived to be fundamental,
even though it is not an observable difficulty with the system. In the context of IVHS
functions, the Energy goal and the Emissions goal are two sides of the same coin.

In the course of the study it became increasingly apparent that another goal should be
added to the original list: Achieve High Public Satisfaction with the System. This
goal is important because it is the key to motivating driver cooperation with the system,
a point discussed later, and to maintain support for the system. Inclusion of this goal
justifies more emphasis on ATIS-type functions and good accident/incident
management systems than would appear to be justified by evaluation of just their
impact on aggregate congestion, safety, and emissions. The scope of the study did
not permit analysis of this goal in any detail, however, a brief discussion is presented
in Section 3.6.

There are other goals that one might include. Increase Driver Convenience is an
obvious one; this is, in fact, the primary motivation for such functions as “furnish yellow-
pages information” that are often placed under the IVHS umbrella. This is an important
goal, because it may be the key inducement for drivers to purchase systems that serve
other goals, but it is not a public policy issue in itself.

One could widen the umbrella still further by letting Alleviate Congestion be just one
subgoal of Improve Mobility. We have elected to start with the narrower goals for this
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analysis; the latter is too broad for our purpose of identifying the desirable functions of
an IVHS.

Providing information is clearly an IVHS function, and could be specified as a goal to
Enable Intelligent Choices and Actions. While not debating the desirability of
intelligent action, this is not a goal, because it leaves open the question of “enable
intelligent actions to accomplish what ?,,. Thus we treat the provision of information as
a function that contributes to one or more of the goals specified, not a goal in itself.

The Alleviate Congestion goal involves both system capacity (supply) and usage
level (demand). It is therefore a multi-dimensional goal, and is treated as such in this
study. It was chosen because it directly reflects the major complaint about our road
system. It is also a major driver in the attainment of the emissions and energy goal.

We have also selected four scenarios for examination:

. Urban Freeways
l High Density Downtowns
l Urban Arterials
l Medium Density Suburbs

Figure 3-l summarizes the goals and scenarios selected for this analysis.

SCENARlOS

MED DENSIT’r
SUBURBS

GOALS

ALLEVIATE
CONGESTION

IMPROVE
SAFETY

DECREASE
HARMFUL EMISSIONS
.-.----. .--.....-* ._______YI.  ..-.-..-.--*....
DECREASE CONSUMPTION

of SCARCE ENERGY

- PHENOMENA -

CAPTURED

WlTHlN

_ OTHER _

SCENARIOS

I

Figure 3-l. Goals and scenarios for analysis
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3.2 Goals-Actions Relationships

We implicitly begin with diagnosis: a judgment as to the nature of the problems or
conditions that have to be modified to further the goals enunciated. This quickly
grades into prescription: identification of the kinds of actions or strategies that might
help in goal achievement. Many of these actions and strategies -which are, in a
sense, goals themselves - imply IVHS functions. While beyond the scope of this
study, the intent of a comprehensive analysis would be to estimate the contribution of
each of these possible functions to goal accomplishment.

The following is presented to illustrate the process of the analyses.

For each of the cells in Figure 3-l an “Action Tree” - a successive decomposition -
was synthesized to provide a disciplined approach to developing relationships
between goals and actions, and to try to insure that all significant actions have been
identified.

Figures 3-2 through 3-4 illustrate the nature of this process for the cell “Alleviating
Congestion in High Density Downtowns”. Figure 3-2 shows the first step in developing
the “tree”: on the basis of intuition and judgment we hypothesize what we believe are
all of the broad classes of actions that might help toward the top goal. In this case all
are reasonably self-explanatory, except that controlling vehicle density is not usually
explicitly identified as a class of action.

The next step is to add the next set of branches (Figure 3-3); in this illustration we have
only done so for the Manage Vehicular Density class of actions. In this case we could
think of three approaches: physically control access to the downtown area, prevent
local density build-ups within the area that might cause jams, and influence the
desired usage of the downtown area by either lowering its overall magnitude (reduce
VMT) or shift it in time to alleviate peaks.

More branching is illustrated in Figure 3-4. The obvious way to physically control entry
was through Access Metering. The traffic light cycle could be used to slow entry of
new vehicles into local areas that are approaching jam density - a function that should
be part of an adaptive traffic system; we have not tried to carry this functional
decomposition further. But, as shown, there are a host of actions that can serve to
“Reduce and Reshape Usage”. These could be rephrased and further decomposed
as appropriate to suit whatever issue is of interest.

9
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Figure 3-2 Alleviate congestion in high density downtown areas - I

MINIMIZE NON-VEH
USE OF

STREET SPACE

I

Figure 3-3. Alleviate congestion in high density downtown areas - 2
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+:. .:.::::.:::::R  :jjl::::jiiiiiiiii..:::::::. ,. . . . . . . .:. ./ . . .
PERIPHERAL

_ PARKING LINKED
. TO PUBLIC MODES

- ROUES  TO AVOID
DOWNTOWN

-1 Not primarily IVH

Figure 3-4. Alleviate congestion in high density downtown areas - 3

Observation: While the process is conceptually simple, it has required multiple
iterations to produce the relationships shown: review and discussion was important,
inconsistent “logic” was a frequent trap, and the process itself suggested possible
functions not initially identified. The process, though tedious, was very instructive, and
even if minor inconsistencies are not completely removed it provides a sensible
framework for benefit analysis. The process has also led to the articulation of more
strategic ways of thinking about the road system problem, described in the following
sections.

We begin our analysis with the actions that could contribute to the alleviation of
congestion on urban freeways.

3.3 Alleviate Congestion

3.3.1 Urban Freeways

Figure 3-5 (Alleviate Congestion on Urban Freeways) shows the “Action Tree” for this
Goal-Scenario combination. The first tier “actions” reflect an implicit assumption about
the causes of freeway congestion, and comprise a statement of broad actions to
alleviate them. “Subgoals” is perhaps a better descriptor than “actions”; this semantic
problem persists to some degree at all levels, but we will continue to refer to them as
“actions”. At the first tier, four have been singled out:

11
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Figure 3-5. Alleviate congestion on urban freeways

First, inadequate capacity for the desired level of system usage. “Capacity“ is a
somewhat nebulous concept that is examined later; here an intuitive acceptance is
adequate to follow the analysis. The prescription is to Increase Normal Capacity.

Second, the other side of the same coin: too much attempted usage for the available
capacity. Congestion is fundamentally a consequence of the mismatch. The
prescription is to Match Usage to Capacity, because this is the only short-term option;
matching capacity to usage ordinarily takes much longer to accomplish.

Third, accidents and “incidents” such as road maintenance reduce capacity for some
period of time. Again, the obvious prescription: Alleviate Accidents and Incidents.

Last, the failure of drivers to observe such customs or laws as not driving slowly in the
fast lane or failing to cooperate with lane changes can effectively reduce capacity. The
prescription: Motivate Cooperation with the System. In our view, cooperation goes
beyond just laws . It is also encouraged if the populace in general respects the traffic
management system, and encourages adherence to the rules of driver behavior
promulgated to make it more efficient.

12
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The second and third tier of actions carry us to specifics.

Building more freeways would certainly increase system capacity. It is an option that
is outside the focus of this analysis, but a large part of the interest in IVHS derives from
the fact that it is an option that is perceived as having been at least partially foreclosed.

Traffic flow, vehicles per lane per unit time, is the product of stream speed and vehicle
density. The block Increase Safe Speed for a Given Density prescribes the obvious,
that if we can increase speed without lowering density, then flow will increase. The
issue is that density reflects the spacing between vehicles, and that increasing speed
would normally be associated with greater separation, i.e., lower density, to preserve
safety. Here is where automated controls first enter the picture: to make possible the
Gap Control and Platooning functions that can carry out this goal. This whole subject
of flow-speed-density relationships is treated later.

The Lane Hold function could have been included here. First, it is probably necessary
to the safe implementation of platooning, and certainly it will be important to driver
convenience. Second, it is conceivable that in the very long run it can contribute to
increased capacity by permitting narrower lanes. This latter is not included because in
our judgment it is past the twenty year time horizon we have assumed in the study.
This is because all the vehicles using the narrowed lane are equipped, which implies
that a significant proportion of the total fleet using the freeways are equipped. It is not
inconceivable that this could occur within twenty years, just unlikely.

Local speed control, as is used in Europe, can help Homogenize Density along the
Freeway, and thereby prevent local density buildups from slowing traffic. This action
is aimed at improving manual performance; the problem is automatically handled by
the Gap Control function.

Keep Density in Stable Flow Region and its companion action to Modify Safegap
Function to Increase the Stable Flow Region are intertwined with Increase Safe
Speed for a Given Density. We will briefly discuss the phenomena.

Figure 3-6 characterizes the average flow-density-speed relationships for the human
driver. The curves were generated mathematically by specifying the gap between
vehicles required for safe stopping if one car suddenly braked, and after a time lag, the
second car also braked. This “safegap” depends on the level of the braking applied in
both cars, the time lag, and the speed at which they were traveling. This particular
curve characterizing human driver behavior is based on 0.9 g braking (28.8 fpss) by
the first car, and the following car braking at 0.6 g (19.2 fpss) after a 1 second time
delay. The resulting curve is not quite that shown in the Highway Capacity Manual,
but it is close.

If vehicle density increases, vehicles are forced closer together, drivers respond by
slowing. The process is unstable when higher densities cause decreased flow
capacity; this unstable region is at speeds below about 35 mph in Figure 3-6. In order
to maintain flow drivers would have to go faster than they perceive to be safe at the
tighter spacing. Slowing decreases the flow, so overtaking vehicles crowd into the

13
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slowed portion, driving the density still higher. This encourages more slowing, and
finally bringing traffic flow to zero at the so-called jam density. This reasoning
suggests that flow can be maintained as long as vehicle density is kept in the stable
flow region, where the slope of flow versus density is positive. Hence the Keep
Density in Stable Flow Region action. We will return to this subject again.

MAX FLOW Q
MAX ALLOWABLE SPEED .

.9 g stop, 1 set time lag, then .6 g stop

Figure 3-6. A characterization of the average behavior of human drivers

A second strategy option is to change the relation between flow and speed, to change
the shape of the curves themselves by changing the safegap parameters. This is
enabled by introducing automated controls - the Gap Control and the Platooning
functions. The effect is shown in Figure 3-7. The middle curve is the result of
changing the reaction time lag from the 1 second used to characterize people to 0.1
second to characterize automated control. The top curve illustrates changing the
braking assumptions as well. These curves illustrate how the prescriptive action of
Increase Safe Speed for a Given Density is carried out. Alternatively, one could
increase density for a given safe speed.

14
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STABLE UNSTABLE
FLOW FLOW

afegap based on
0.1 set lag, 0.8xO.85g

Safegap based on
0.9 g, 0.1 set lag, 0.6 g

Sefegap  based on
0.9 g, 1 set lag, 0.6 g
haracterizes Manual

Operation)

Figure 3-7. Increasing effective capacity: reshaping the density-speed-flow curves

The bottom curve is shown just to notionally illustrate what might happen if an accident
occurs. It lets us justify the Reduce Frequency of Accidents as a congestion
reduction measure.

The curves shown illustrate that there is a difference in the density perceived as
congested by drivers and the density associated with maximum flow. For manual
driving the difference is substantial: the maximum flow occurs at around 35 mph and a
density of about 60 vehicles per mile per lane; this maximum flow point is the dividing
line between stable and unstable flow. The density at which speed begins to be
constrained below 65 mph is at about 25 vehicles per lane mile, clearly in the stable
flow region. With the shorter time lags of automated controls the densities associated
with, say, 65 mph shift upward, and correspond more closely with the maximum flow
points.

On the other hand, the region of unstable flow increases. This can be artificially
modified at the cost of some loss in maximum flow, as illustrated in the dotted straight
line across the top of the upper curve. It carries the stable flow region down to about
27 mph. This can be accomplished by just modifying the automatic safegap function
programmed into the system: Modify Safegap to Increase Stable Flow Region.
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There may be other solutions to the “unstable flow” problem. The manual “safegap
function” is really the average of driver reaction to speed and his or her perception of
what separation from the vehicle ahead is safe; the function shown is intended to
represent the average of such judgments at a given speed. From observation of
freeway traffic streams and one’s own behavior, it appears that people deviate from
“average behavior”, tolerating tighter spacing for short periods of time in order to
preclude having to slow down.

Under automated control the function is programmed into the automated control
system, and can be modified not only as a function of speed, but any other variable,
such as road condition, just as human drivers tend to do. It may be feasible to imitate
humans by building some response flexibility into the programmed safegap function.
With automated controls, there is also the opportunity to modify up-stream traffic to
permit recovery from momentary excursions into the unstable region before they lead
to jams.

It is less clear how to achieve the other side of the strategy, to keep density within the
stable flow region. The only action shown in Figure 3-5 is to Constrain Entry to
System - Ramp Metering.

Ramp metering can prevent new vehicles from entering the freeway, but they cannot
keep up-stream traffic from entering and adding to the density of a freeway element
with constrained outflow. As implied earlier, this might be accomplished by velocity
control of the upstream traffic to the degree that it doesn’t create upstream jams -the
same technique used to Homogenize Density Along Freeway. Working out the
efficacy of this strategy requires more analysis than was possible here; this possibility
is not shown in the figure.

The other actions shown in Figure 3-5 are self explanatory.

3.3.1.1 Summation For Congestion On Urban Freeways

We are reasonably confident that actions like automated Gap Control and Platooning
can increase effective freeway capacity by a very significant amount. We are much
less sure that public acceptance will let us constrain demand - usage of the freeway -
commensurately. There is undoubtedly latent demand waiting in the wings. The
levels of congestion that can be anticipated in the future will hinge on the relationship
between supply and demand. In the end, it may be that congestion once again
becomes a rationer of road space.
3.3.2 High Density Downtowns

We now turn our attention to almost the antithesis of the freeway, a downtown or other
high-activity-density area crisscrossed by streets. The automobile is ill suited to this
environment. The problem is simply that the automobile is not space-efficient in the
movement of people, and space is at a premium in high-activity-density areas like
downtowns. Buses are much more space-efficient per seat. The subway is extremely
efficient in its use of space on the surface, but is expensive.
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There were efforts made in the late 60’s and early 70’s to devise more appropriate
technical solutions for downtown circulation, efforts which largely failed. So the car is
still with us as a provider of downtown transportation, and will continue to be for time to
come. In a few cities subways relieve the pressure, and buses are used, but in most
cities the streets are still full.

In downtowns, the pedestrian becomes a major new consideration.

3.3.2.1 Kinds of Trips - High Density Downtowns

There are four kinds of trips that make up downtown traffic. There is the transverse trip
by the vehicle that is not interested in downtown destinations, but is cutting through to
get on the other side. Downtown traffic can be relieved of at least some of these trips
by providing better routes around the high density area. (Such a by-pass could
become a magnet for development just as the by-passes on the Interstate System.)

The second kind of trip is one entering the high density area to either park or for pickup
or delivery (PUD). The vehicle miles traveled (VMT) associated with these trips is
reduced if parking is easy to find and facilities for off-street PUD are provided.

The third class of trip is internal circulation: moving from one parking spot to another,
or one PUD to another. The bus is a major contributor to this class of trips.

The last is the mirror image of the second, leaving a parking spot or a PUD to exit the
downtown area.

3.3.2.2 Alleviate Congestion In High Density Downtown Areas

Figure 3-8 shows the Action Tree for high density areas. The familiar Alleviate
Accidents and Incidents appears again, and the Manage Vehicular Density is
analogous to the Match Usage to Capacity shown for freeways. But the other top
level action-goals of Minimize Non-vehicular Use of Street Space and Increase
Intersection Throughput are new.
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Figure 3-8. Alleviate congestion in high density downtown areas

The Manage Vehicular Density is broken into three classes of actions. The first is to
Reduce and Reshape Usage. This is accomplished, first, by reducing wasted miles:
looking for a parking place, waiting for a pick-up and delivery slot, losing one’s way.
The second approach is to discourage travel at certain times or certain places through
road pricing. Third, to reduce private vehicle use through mode shift; this has the
greatest potential for the internal circulation trip. As suggested by the shading in the
figure, only Selective Road Pricing, Route Guidance and Encourage Mode Shift are
actions supported by IVHS functions. IVHS can also supply an information function
relative to the availability of parking, et cetera, but not supply the physical facilities.

The second approach to Vehicle Density Control is Access Control. This, to our
knowledge, is not practiced on a regular basis in any U.S. city, although it is not
uncommon elsewhere. Suggested is some form of access metering based on the
density inside the region: when the number of vehicles inside the region approaches
the level that will cause widespread and acute congestion, access to the area is
constrained.
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The last is to smooth local peaks through local traffic control: using lights and
information to drivers to favor routing that homogenizes the density.
The major action of Minimize the Non-vehicle Use of Street Space is not primarily an
IVHS function, but may be an important source of gain for the downtown area.
Pedestrian traffic is a major problem, and separating it - perhaps to different level
entirely L could make a very substantial difference in street throughput.

Aside from the action already mentioned of eliminating pedestrian traffic, the only
remaining routes to significantly Increase Intersection Throughput is better
coordination of vehicle movements with the light cycle, and in faster reaction of the
vehicles themselves in actions like queue clearing. Both of these probably require
automated vehicle controls directly interacting with the traffic management system: the
smart street communicating directly with the smart car.

3.3.3 Urban Arterials

Figure 3-9 depicts the action tree for urban arterials. It is a marriage of the Freeway
and the High Density Downtown: freeway flow considerations return, but with
intersections and some of the parking and PUD problems of the downtown. Safety
and incidents are a ubiquitous issue.

All of the actions shown have been presented before, but, not surprisingly, there is a
shift in emphasis. Coordination of vehicle velocities with light cycles is likely to have a
much greater payoff here than in the downtown context. Gap control, and perhaps
even platooning is likely to be more important than in the closer coupled and generally
greater cross flow environment of a downtown.

3.3.4 Medium Density Suburbs

Congestion is less of a problem in most suburbs. When it does occur it is due to either
an accident or incident, which, for some unusual circumstance, ties up multiple routes;
a sudden flooding of streets, such as when a large parking lot is emptied - probably a
predictable event; or, last, at chronic bottlenecks such as near a large mall where the
streets were not enlarged to cope with the new concentration of traffic. IVHS, largely
through the information function and standard traffic management functions, can help
in all, but none are new or poorly understood.
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Figure 3-9. Alleviate congestion along arterials

3.4 Improve Safety

3.4.1 Urban Freeways

A major role for IVHS is through automated controls to reduce the frequency and
severity of accidents. The other major role is through surveillance and other systems
to provide the information permitting fast and intelligent response to accidents and
incidents.

Figure 3-10 sets forth the actions that might contribute to this goal-scenario. The
actions are reasonably self explanatory. Gap Control, already introduced for
congestion relief, also offers the prospect of improved safety. While the automatic
maintenance of “safegap” can both improve safety and increase capacity over that
obtainable with human control, there is a trade between the two: the greater the
tolerance included to improve safety, the less the capacity increase.
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Figure 3-10. Improve safety: urban freeways

The Lane Hold function would almost surely be added to Gap Hold to allow
completely hands-off operation. This, too, should improve safety by improving the
probability against an inadvertent wandering from the desired lane.

It should be emphasized that the actions shown under Reduce Frequency of
Accidents all involve a significant degree of automation of driver functions. Given the
political difficulty of further weeding of bad and reckless drivers, automation is the only
path left that has the potential to significantly reduce the frequency of accidents.

3.4.2 High Density Downtowns

Figure 3-11 depicts the major actions. The same marriage of ATMS and AVCS that
can produce improved intersection throughput can also increase intersection safety by
preventing one vehicle from driving into the path of another: Prevent Intersection
Conflict.
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Figure 3-I 1. Improve safety: high density downtowns

3.4.3 Urban Arterials

Once again, the urban arterial shares some of the features of a freeway and of a
network. The intersection is the primary location of accidents, and the ATMS-AVCS
marriage is again the significant change. The actions shown in Figure 3-12 are self
explanatory.
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Figure 3-12. Improve safety on urban arterials

3.4.4 Medium Density Suburbs

Intersection safety is the key problem. Perhaps driveways in residential areas add a
new dimension. If the problem warrants it, one can envision some kind of low power
RF signal from the backing car to warn any other cars in the immediate vicinity: a
Driveway Exit Warning System. Figure 3-13 shows the actions for this scenario.
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Figure 3-l 3. Improve safety on Medium Density Suburbs

3.5 Reduce Harmful Emissions and Reduce Consumption of Scarce Energy
Resources

3.51 Urban Freeways

Figure 3-14 is largely self-explanatory. The big potential impact from IVHS is to
smooth traffic flow, reducing jams and start-stop driving. While making trips more
efficient, and encouraging modal shift will, in themselves, decrease VMT, the reduction
in congestion will act in the opposite direction.

Reduced congestion implies higher average speeds, and historically higher average
speeds have resulted in longer trips. And there is latent demand of unknown amount
that is now being rationed out by congestion and the other problems attendant to using
the freeways.

Evaluation of the net effect is complex and controversial.
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Figure 3-14. Reduce emissions and consumption of scarce energy on urban
freeways

3.5.2 Downtowns and Urban Arterials

Figure 3-l 5 depicts the principle actions for these goals. The primary factor is the
reduction of congestion to lessen stop-start, speed-up-slow-down driving. In
downtowns, the key step is probably the coordination of vehicle velocities with the
cycle of the traffic lights to minimize stops. The degree to which this can be
accomplished is a function of the density of vehicles in the area. If it is low to
moderate, then vehicle velocities may be coordinated with the traffic signals to bring
stop-start to a very low level.
more problematic.

If the streets are full, then eliminating stop-start is much

Figure 3-15 also applies to arterials, but here those congestion reduction actions that
apply to the flows between lights become relatively more important. The key, however,
is still likely to be the coordination of vehicle velocities with the traffic signal cycles.
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Figure 3-15.  Reduce emissions and consumption of scarce energy in high density
downtowns and on urban arterials

3.6 Achieve High Public Satisfaction with the System

This is at least partially engendered by being able to Demonstrate System
Effectiveness and Efficiency, shown in Figure 3-16. The rationale is that the citizenry
expects to see incidents handled efficiently and compassionately. In the perception of
most of us, the failure to cope quickly and efficiently with an accident or incident - even
if it is no longer dangerous or threatening or impeding traffic - is viewed as a sign of a
poorly functioning public sector.

This quality, respect for the system, is probably not quantifiable. We were led to its
inclusion by a conflict in intuition: simply that the gains that appear possible in
aggregate congestion alleviation or safety improvement do not appear to justify the
rather substantial investment we are planning in traffic system up-grading, but our
instincts support the idea that much improvement is justified.

We do not think these non-quantifiable - and debatable - issues should be omitted.
In this case the actions implied by Figure 3-8 are those already identified for
congestion alleviation and will appear again under safety improvement; the line of
reasoning presented here only endorses their worth, quantifiable or not.
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Figure 3-16. Achieve high public satisfaction with the system

3.7 Implementable Systems

Figures 3-5 through 3-16 have identified a very wide collection of actions that could
contribute to the furtherance of our enunciated goals. The next step is to identify those
actions with systems that could carry them out. We are not starting with a blank slate;
there are already a number of systems and functions that have been put forward as
elements of IVHS. We have selectively identified those that do directly correspond to
the candidate actions.

Figure 3-17 shows all the end actions that have been drawn from the prior figures,
along with the selected set of implementable IVHS subsystems. The lines on the
figure connect the actions with those systems that contribute to carrying them out. The
only action that is not effected by the chosen systems is the driveway exit warning
system, a relatively dubious option anyway.
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Figure 3-17. The translation into implementable systems

Figure 3-18 shows this same set of implementable systems arrayed by time: the period
in which it might be reasonable to expect the first operational systems.
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Figure 3-18. Selected systems with estimated operational introduction

3.8 Fundamental Strategies

In the foregoing, the basic direction of the process was to start with goals and, through
successive levels of decomposition, translate them into the functions that might serve
them. We then estimated, somewhat tentatively, the payoffs of each function toward
meeting those goals.

It is not particularly difficult to arrive at long list of things that might be done to achieve
the goals that have been enunciated. It is sometimes helpful to go a step farther, and
try to identify patterns of commonality among the multiple actions: it broadens our
perspective, and lets us think more clearly about what we are really doing. We have
taken that step here.

The left side of Figure 3-19 depicts all of the first-tier goals-actions for all of the goal-
scenario combinations we have analyzed. On the right side of the figure the multiple
goals-actions have been combined into five fundamental, guiding strategies that
encompass all of various individual actions identified. We have gone from the trees to
the forest. The next five figures focus on each of these in turn.
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Figure 3-I 9. Fundamental road system improvement strategies

Figure 3-20 deals with the management or control of vehicle density. Density is
the fundamental variable influencing traffic flow. Further, the effectiveness of many
other control techniques are functions of traffic density. Once the density on streets or
freeways is so high that velocity is forced to a very low value, nothing is effective until
density is reduced. Intersection throughput, numbers of stops and starts, and average
velocity will all be functions of vehicle density. A specific focus on this key variable
seems appropriate.
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Figure 3-20. Strategy #l : Control vehicle density

Figure 3-21 illustrates the idea behind the second basic strategy. Flow is the product
of vehicle density and the average speed of the traffic stream. At any given speed the
spacing between vehicles is what drivers perceive to be safe at that speed - what gap
between vehicles is a “safegap”. The second major strategy deals with modifying this
“safegap” by taking advantage of the faster reaction times available through
automation; by permitting a smaller safegap at any given speed, the vehicle density is
increased, and so, therefore, is the flow.
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Figure 3-21. Strategy #2: Reshape speed-density-flow curves

The third strategy, depicted in Figure 3-22, is to increase intersection throughput and
increase safety by better coordinating traffic signals and instructions with vehicle
movements. The goal is to have the Smart Street communicate directly with the Smart
Car.

Figure 3-22. Strategy #3: Coordinate vehicles with signals
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The fourth strategy, shown in Figure 3-23, is obvious: reduce the impact of accidents
and incidents on traffic flow.

Figure 3-23. Strategy #4: Mitigate accidents and incidents
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The last class of actions, Figure 3-24, are actions dealing with the built-environment,
most of which are not IVHS per se. But they can have a very large influence on traffic.

Figure 3-24. Strategy #5: Reduce physical and operational impedances

Had the newer IVHS element of Advanced Public Transportation Systems been part of
this study there would obviously be further broad areas of actions focused on the
issues unique to it.
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Chapter 4

BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF IVHS ACTIONS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 3, we derived a set of potential IVHS implementable functions, listed in
Figure 3-l 8. Each of these implementable functions encompasses or implies various
versions and types of actions. Ideally, we could perform a literature review for each
implementable system, however, they generally do not exist in the literature in this
form. For this reason, we present in this chapter an extensive set of IVHS actions that
exists in the literature, organized in a different manner than in Chapter 3.

In the following, the relevant IVHS actions are itemized and defined. Data are then
given regarding the benefits of each action (to one or more goals) that were collected
from a literature review. A description is included that identifies the assumptions made
by the researchers and whether the data is from mathematical analysis or
experimental trials of fielded systems. Observations are then made for the actions,
which summarize our estimation of the benefits, the need for additional research, and
any other notable concerns. Finally, certain actions (gap holding, platooning, and
queue discharge) were deemed of such importance that we performed additional
analysis based on models built using the DEMOS tool (Appendix C), and results of
these analyses are presented where those actions are treated.

A summary of the data collected from the literature review in terms of quantified
benefits and assumptions made is provided in Appendix B.

The IVHS actions (functions) are ordered below according to their inherent
informational and physical span, in terms of both time scale and spatial scope. That is,
each action has an implicit timing requirement (e.g., servo loop bandwidth) and spatial
range. Another characteristic is the complexity involved, such as information
exchange among many elements versus one or two. This action ordering relates to a
layered perspective of the IVHS, such as has been proposed by Varaiya and
Shladover [VARAIYASl]  and Albus, Jubet-ts and Szabo [ALBUS92].  The ordering is
approximate, which is an unpreventable result of forcing a one-dimensional listing
based on multidimensional qualities, but nevertheless seems useful. We emphasize
that the actions are not intended to be ordered in terms of their estimated time of
implementation (such as is presented in Figure 3-18) nor in terms of the technology
envisioned for their implementation. Our view is that the benefit from an IVHS
component is primarily due to the increase in the availability, timeliness, reliability, and
processing of information towards the achievement of a particular function. The
specific technology that provides this benefit is secondary, and in fact many competing
technologies may provide the same improvements in information. For example,
enhanced perception of road conditions (geometry, friction coefficient, etc.) may be
achieved via autonomous in-vehicle sensors, or by roadside displays/communications
using infrastructure sensors. While the technologies are quite different, the function is
essentially the same, and would fall in the same category below.
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Because of the primary importance of safety and the impact of all IVHS actions in this
regard, an additional analysis was performed and is presented in Section 4.3. This
analysis is supported by a model developed using the DEMOS tool; as improved
estimates of specific safety impacts are obtained, the model results may be adjusted
through simple changes to the input parameters. While the safety aspects of
individual actions are discussed in Section 4.2, the perspective in Section 4.3 is to
consider the infiuence of the collection of IVHS actions on each accident type.

4.2 IVHS ACTIONS

4.2.1 Low-Level Vehicle and Driver Functions

A number of actions fall in this category, including:

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), and Electronic Traction (slip-spin) Control for skid
prevention (during throttling or on ice)

Active/semi-active suspension
Four-wheel steering
Variable assist steering
Electronic throttle control (drive by wire)
Electronic engine (spark/fuel/speed) control
Electronic transmission control
Enhanced vehicle monitoring and status diagnosis indicators, including

Braking distance status display; acceleration capability display
Roadway traction/condition detection
Tire condition (inflation) sensing
Side frictional margin status display; angular rate sensing
Vehicle rollover warning and avoidance
Dynamic grade severity warning

Perceptual enhancement of visual acuity, e.g., by infrared techniques in nighttime
Perceptual enhancement of signs via in-vehicle signing
Driver vigilance: Detect lapse in judgment/attention/skill

We will not discuss the various systems above in detail. The actions indicated would
generally improve safety. For example, in [DAVIES911 it was indicated that if the
vehicles involved had had ABS, then over 7% of all road accidents would have been
prevented (13.5% of all injury accidents involve some form of skidding). [MOBILITYSO]
presents data on the safety benefits of “driver impairment warning” as well as
“nighttime vision enhancement”. In-vehicle signing is a general technology that may
be implemented in the context of several IVHS actions; in the following, we will
consider what information is conveyed and how it is used, rather than how it is
conveyed.

Observations. A few comments are warranted regarding vehicle monitoring. Many
Automated Highway System (AHS) descriptions indicate the need for a segregated
highway, and that a vehicle check is made prior to allowing the vehicle onto the
automated segment ([BENDERSl], [FENTONSl], [NEILSONSO], [JOHNSTONSO],
[HALLSl]). While no quantitative analysis is provided, the notion is to minimize the
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possibility of disablements that were preventable (e.g., running out of gas). This
concept is clearly more general than just for a segregated AHS; a significant
proportion of incidents are due to disablements, and these in turn contribute to
congestion, accidents, fuel use and emissions. Specifically, [GIULIAN089] states that
data on the I-1 0 Freeway in Los Angeles show that disablements constituted 80% of
the incidents, with 11% accidents and 9% other (fixed objects, animals, pedestrians,
police activity, flooding, pavement failures, etc.), and that 13% of all disablements
closed at least one lane. Calculations on the data presented imply that 58% of the
lane-blocking incidents were due to disablements. (On the other hand, disablements
are generally cleared faster; see [GIULIAN089]  for this data.) Further, “Incidents affect
capacity even when no lane blockage occurs. . . independent of the nature of the
incident”. While the results of [GIULIAN089] are specific to a high-volume urban
freeway, one can expect that the qualitative impacts generalize to some degree to
other environments. Prevention of disablements from ever happening is obviously
preferable to improvements in clearing incidents quicker, both for the individual so
disabled and those in vehicles affected by the disablement. Presumably consumers
will pay a significant share to prevent their own disablement, but the public authority
should have an interest as well.

4.2.2 Functions Dealing with Immediate Vehicle Surroundings

4.2.2.1 Longitudinal Systems

4.2.2.1 .l Static Speed Control with No Traffic Conflicts

This function deals with the acceleration and deceleration profiles selected for free
cruising up and down grades and around curves, as well as the profiles chosen for
accelerating from a stop to cruising speed and vice versa. Even in the absence of
traffic conflicts, there will be reasons to change speeds other than for different road
geometries, e.g., school zone speed reduction for safety. As an extension to today’s
cruise control, one might have an automated system capable of selecting profiles
optimized for the particular vehicle and that abide by static, known speed limits that are
desirable under normal conditions. A less automated system would provide in-vehicle
signing to the driver regarding the current recommended speed, but the speed is
actually chosen manually; this would make “compliance easy” [DAVIESSl].
Information presented to the driver could be more than just the speed limit; reasons
may also be given (e.g., curve ahead).

The primary benefits of this action would be “savings in fuel costs and reduced
accident rates. The optimization of speeds may also result in some small-capacity
increase” [DAVIESSl]. These may be particularly significant “at approaches to traffic
signals.”

An indication of the fuel benefits achievable with such an automated system is
provided in [HOOKER88].  In this paper, fuel consumption simulators were used for
late-model automobiles to determine the optimal driving pattern for fuel economy.
Optimal control on hills can achieve fuel economy of 7% to 30% better than constant-
speed driving on 3% to 6% grades. Optimal control for accelerate-and-cruise and
driving between stop signs varied considerably from car to car.
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Observations. While the benefits of reduced fuel consumption and emissions are
attractive, safety will be a major concern unless the system also includes dynamic
information and can deal with unexpected traffic and road hazards. A partially
automated system may reduce safety by causing increased driver complacency and
inattention. The complexity required to implement a system that provides improved
communication of only static information (perhaps using in-vehicle signing) does not
appear to be justified. (A system with the additional complexity required to convey
real-time information is, however, worthwhile; see later sections.) Automated control of
the vehicle based on static information would at best require imposition of only upper
bounds on speed limits, and even then in certain circumstances might lead to an
(otherwise preventable) accident.

4.2.2.1.2 Lonaitudinal Collision Warnina or Avoidance

Warning systems provide an alarm to the driver who will manually take corrective
action, while avoidance systems automatically take control of certain vehicle functions
to prevent a collision from occurring. Longitudinal systems are concerned with taking
an action other than continuing the same course; this is contrasted with a lane change
warning system that prevents a new course of action from taking place. A general
concern with warning and avoidance systems is the false alarm rate for a given
detection rate.

Collision warning and avoidance systems may be autonomous or cooperative. An
autonomous longitudinal system has a forward-looking sensor that detects
dangerously close vehicles or high closing rates, obstacles (e.g., fallen tree or spilled
load), pedestrians, animals, etc. A closely associated IVHS action would be a
continuous display indicating the distance required to stop as a function of current
road conditions. Rear-facing sensors may provide proximity collision warning while
backing up. Cooperative systems use active transmissions and possibly explicit
message communications. These may be vehicle-to-vehicle, infrastructure-to-vehicle,
or other (e.g., a pedestrian carrying a transmitter).

Automated height clearance sensing (ACS) may be included in the general class of
this subsection. This system will provide warning or autobraking if an obstacle such as
a bridge overpass is detected as being too low for the vehicle to clear. The utility of
this is limited to tall vehicles like trucks.

[METZLERSO] states “The ‘relatively safe’ distance to the vehicle ahead is generally
not maintained in dense traffic. Vehicle manufacturers must, however, for legal
reasons adhere to more conservative following distance guidelines. This difference
between what the vehicle manufacturer designates as safe and how the driver actually
drives (abuses the safety margin) can lead to the unfortunate situation of drivers’
ignoring system warnings.”
Section 4.2.2.1.5 below.

Related comments are given for platooning,
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[DAVIES911 states that “radar braking could help prevent a significant proportion of
rear-end collisions, together with a smaller proportion of head-on accidents. These
accounted for 24 percent of all accidents in 1985.”

Data is presented in [MOBILITYSO] that indicates that the IVHS “Safety Technology
Feature”,of  “warning to apply brakes to avoid collision” would be 30% effective against
angle type collisions and 20% effective against rear-end collisions. Therefore,
assuming 50% market penetration, 3.23% fewer fatalities would occur. However, they
may be assuming more than longitudinal sensing in such a system.

Greyhound Lines is equipping its bus fleet with collision warning radar (VORADTM
Vehicle On-board RADar), and expects to reduce its accident rate by 25%
[INSTITUTE92].  The system has a phased-array antenna on the bus front that detects
multiple objects up to 140 meters away, as well as separate antenna on the side that
looks at the driver’s blind spot. Also included is a “black box” that records data for
accident investigations. An automobile version is expected in 1993.

Observations. While precise quantification of the safety benefit is somewhat difficult
(roughly 25% effectiveness against relevant accident types was quoted), it is clear that
longitudinal collision avoidance, i.e., auto-braking, will play a critical role in the
evolution of IVHS (especially AVCS). Warning systems will no doubt precede full
automation, partly for product liability reasons, which unfortunately will dilute the
benefits and be muddled in human factors problems. Fortunately, the immediate and
obvious benefit to the individual should ease the development and implementation of
this system as a consumer item, although substantial legal barriers will need to be
overcome.

A general consideration to all IVHS actions that impact safety and/or congestion is that
congestion relief and safety can occur synergetically: reducing the number of
accidents clearly alleviates congestion due to such non-recurring incidents, and
furthermore, lower congestion (smoother flow) will yield fewer accidents (in particular,
“secondary” accidents).

4.2.2.1.3 Sao Holding

Gap holding, or automated headway control, is the ability to maintain a safe following
distance behind a preceding vehicle. This distance is generally a function of the
speed of each vehicle, the maximum deceleration rate assumed for the preceding
vehicle, the maximum desired deceleration of the gap holding vehicle, and the
reaction time (perception, processing and actuation). Thus the gap distance changes
as these variables do. Gap holding may also be referred to as adaptive intelligent
cruise control.

[MOBILITYSO] reports that “headway control, auto braking” will improve safety, and will
be 20% effective against angle collisions and 60% effective against rear-end
collisions. Therefore, assuming 25% market penetration, 1.5% fewer fatalities will
occur. It is not clear if lateral sensing was assumed to achieve the angle collision
benefit.
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Observations. The capacity and safety benefits of gap holding, due to reduced
reaction times and relative braking capability improvements, are potentially
substantial. The analysis presented below indicates a case where a 140% increase in
capacity may be realized; this assumes 100% of the vehicles are equipped, and is
contingent on the acceptance by drivers of the shorter headways involved. While the
greatest capacity benefits occur at freeway speeds, safety benefits will accrue at all
speeds. Further, gap holding will couple well with other IVHS functions, such as
automated queue discharge (Section 4.2.9). Benefits are roughly proportional to
market penetration; appropriate weightings associated with a particular user should be
given for that user’s VMT during congested conditions per day, and how aggressive
(close following) and capable (safe) the driver was.

A reduced reaction time can be used with otherwise identical behavior to yield
increased safety, or can be used to increase capacity by driving at closer spacings
such that the former safety margin is still existent. Thus, early implementations can
allocate heavily toward the safety side, until acceptable levels are established and
capacity gains can be realized as technology advances.

As in the case of longitudinal collision warning and avoidance systems (which
presumably are largely prerequisite to the gap holding function), the autonomous
nature of the system will ease introduction. Discussions with PATH personnel
(particularly Pravin Varaiya) revealed concern regarding stream stability if explicit
communications between vehicles are not present. The question is, if the automated
system strives for precise maintenance of safegaps, then will oscillations be amplified
in a string of gap holding vehicles. We feel that if adequate additional spacing is
provided that allows damping via proper system design, then gap holding may be
safely implemented without explicit intervehicle communications, however, this
requires further analysis and demonstration. The issue of stream stabilty and the need
for inter-vehicle communications is more pronounced with platooning.

Rockwell Analvsis. The DEMOS model, described in Appendix C, was used for this
analysis. DEMOS provides the capability to perform a wide variety of sensitivity
studies.

For the purposes of this analysis the gap holding system is defined as one in which the
distance to the car ahead is sensed, and automatic braking and acceleration serve to
maintain a safe spacing behind it, a “safegap”.

It is envisioned that an operational system would be mechanized to automatically and
continuously readjust the safegap as a function of speed, rate of closure, weather,
road conditions, and a “Braking Index” for the particular vehicle that depends on its
nominal weight, tire size, and the type of braking system, such as anti-lock brake
systems.

If the lead vehicle is beyond some preset distance, say 2 times safegap,  then the
automatic gap holding does not occur, and the two vehicles operate independently.
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The payoffs of such a system are (1) improved safety that comes from the automatic
braking feature and the almost infinite attention span of automated sensors and image
processing, and (2) increased freeway lane capacity that comes from vehicles being
able to operate “safely” at higher densities (spacing) at any given speed.
Convenience to the driver is also a major payoff, particularly if Gap Control is
combined with Automatic Lane Holding: now the vehicle is on completely automatic
control while in equipped lanes.

There is a trade-off between safety and capacity. The larger the defined safegap (the
lower the vehicle density) the lower the probability of a collision if something goes
wrong, but the lower vehicle density also implies lower flow capacity of the traffic
stream. The maximum flow potential (capacity) of a freeway lane with automatic Gap
Control is determined by the criteria selected as a basis for setting the safegap.

Figure 4-1 shows the sensitivity of maximum lane flow to vehicle braking assumptions
under emergency conditions. The speed is assumed to be 60 mph and the rate of
closure is zero. The first vehicle applies braking to produce an instantaneous
deceleration of 0.8 g’s; after a time lag the second vehicle brakes to produce the
percentage of the first vehicles deceleration shown in the abscissa. The sensitivity to
both braking assumptions and system time lag is shown.
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Figure 4-1. Lane Capacity versus Relative Braking Capability
and Reaction Time
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These results show that when the reaction time lag is long, say the 1 second that
crudely characterizes human drivers, the relative braking capability has only a small
effect on the “safegap”, and therefore on flow. But when the transition is made to
automated braking, where a .l to .3 second time lag is a reasonable assumption, the
braking capability assumed makes a distinct difference.

At this point we can only treat the safety criteria with surrogate variables like assumed
relative braking capability, and specific criteria are not likely to jell until either the
government specifies them (which is highly unlikely without the back-up of thousands
of hours of testing), or until some manufacturer starts selling equipment that is
unprotested, and thus by default defines acceptable standards.

The maximum capacity is also influenced by the potential need for additional space
maintained in the lane to allow lane entry and exit maneuvers. The gap to provide
safe lane changing (changegap) may be smaller than the safegap, in which case it will
not penalize capacity, but in this case it poses problems of how to keep too many cars
from entering the lane and ultimately forcing the traffic to jam. Possible solutions to
that operational problem are not addressed in this study.

If the changegap is larger than the safegap, then some approach to preserving space
to allow lane changing is needed; this extra space reduces the maximum capacity. In
the subsequent analysis a reduction in capacity of 15 % has been assumed; this is
based on the analysis of this problem in [WARDSl].

In the estimate of payoff shown in this study it is assumed that the following vehicle can
brake at least 90 % as well as the initial vehicle with a 0.3 second time lag: they are on
the same road in the same weather, and the impact of following vehicle’s specific
“Braking Index” is already in the safegap being maintained when the emergency
occurred.

Figure 4-2 shows the lane flow capacity versus speed for manual vehicles and when
all vehicles employ automatic Gap Control. The manual case corresponds to and
uses the same parameters as that presented in Figure 3-6 as “Characterizes Manual
Operation”. The Gap Holding results are based on safegaps reflected by assuming
the leading vehicle brakes at .8g, and the following vehicle brakes at 90% of this value
(i.e., .72g) and requires a 0.3 second reaction time. Also recall that the Gap Holding
capacity was reduced 15% account for spacing needed for lane changing. Figure 4-2
shows that at 60 mph the capacity gain from Gap Holding is 140% over manual
driving.
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Figure 4-2. Lane Capacity versus Speed - Comparison of Gap Holding and Manual
Control

4.2.2.1.4 Platooning

Platooning (short headway vehicle following, convoy driving) refers to the ability to
maintain a small distance between vehicles, say one meter, while cruising at high
speeds. The platooning concept has existed since at least the 1939 World’s Fair. A
rationale for such an operation [SHLADOVERSl  b] is that if a lead vehicle
unexpectedly and suddenly decelerates, then the following vehicle will collide but at a
relatively low differential velocity, and therefore little or no damage will result
(assuming that control can be maintained so that the follower vehicle doesn’t veer into
another lane; this is termed “collision management” in [MACKINNON75]).  Platooning
concepts generally call for communications and/or sensing reduces the probability of
the occurrence of these low impact events (see e.g. [PUE79], [SHEIKHOLESLAMSO],
[SHEIKHOLESLAMSl]); for example, the broadcast of intentions of the platoon leader
to all followers. Platooning systems concepts must consider the formation and
dissolving of platoons. It has been often assumed that a segregated lane would be
dedicated to appropriately equipped vehicles capable of platooning, with manual entry
to and exit from the automated lane. A segregated system would facilitate the
verification of the safety and capacity improvements.

The “trade-offs associated with safety, capacity and cost” for headway policy is
provided in [FENTON791 (see also [GLIMM80]); this topic was discussed in the gap
holding section above and applies to platooning as well. [SHLADOVER91a]
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describes accomplishments at PATH to the time of that writing and includes
assumptions underlying that work, and states they were “not requiring adherence to
the strict ‘brick wall’ safety criterion for spacing between vehicles. If we were to require
‘brick wall’ safety, capacity wouId.actually  be decreased relative to present-day
freeway capacity because drivers are violating the brick wall criterion every day.” In
[SHLADOVER9.l b] it is stated that “When we drive our cars, we implicitly make some
very optimistic assumptions” that determine the spacings between vehicles.

The primary benefit of platooning is to alleviate congestion by increasing capacity. As
stated in [MOBILITYSO], “Platooning offers the primary benefit of a several-fold
increase in lane capacity and the secondary benefit of enhanced safety.” Also stated
is “No major technological breakthroughs will be needed to achieve the goals of
advanced vehicle control. However, major cultural and institutional barriers to the
deployment of the technologies need to be removed.” Legal issues of product liability
will be particularly challenging. In short, if platooning can be made to work, it will
provide enormous benefits (relative to other IVHS concepts).

The capacity increases achievable from platooning are highly dependent on the
assumptions made on numerous model variables. For this reason, a parametric
mathematical model has been created in the DEMOS tool that allows the user to
perform sensitivity analyses. Graphs that depict capacity gains for parametric variation
are provided in [SHLADOVER91]  and in [KARAASLANSl].  In [SHLADOVER90]  cases
are made for 230% and 355% capacity gains. The systems considered in
[JOHNSTONSO] involve “dual-mode vehicles operating at speeds of up to 100 mph
(44.7 m/s) at headways of as little as 0.3 set” that therefore result in “flow rates of up to
12,000 vehicles/hr/lane”.  However, [JOHNSTONSO] also points out a number of other
works which claim the capacity will be limited to 3600 vehicles/hr/lane. In
[JOHNSTONSl], the slightly more moderate system of “vehicles operating at speeds of
80 mph at headways  of 0.5 seconds” is presented. Also stated there is a concern that
automation will increase VMT, and that “The 1990 amendments to the Federal Clean
Air Act require many large urban areas to control mobile emissions so as to ‘fully
offset’ any growth in VMT and trips.”

Observations. Platooning, among all IVHS functions, has the greatest potential
benefits by far of alleviating congestion by increasing capacity. In the analysis below,
a 300% gain is computed; this level of benefit is consistent with what other researchers
have reported. The shear magnitude of this clearly indicates that concentrated
research and development in platooning is warranted.

A number of systems and technology issues remain. One is whether explicit
intervehicle communications is required to maintain platoon stability. An affirmative
answer to this imposes critical systems operations concerns, as both ends of the link
must function properly, so that autonomous operation and individual responsibility and
liability are affected. This is one reason for a segregated highway, in which equipment
verification is performed on entry and monitored continuously while in the system.

While early platooning systems may be constrained to segregated highways in order
to isolate safety concerns, we feel that it is extremely important to consider platooning
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concepts that allow a heterogeneous mix of vehicles with different levels of
automation. Such a system would be a more natural evolution of gap holding to
platooning. Furthermore, it would eliminate the construction or allocation of
specialized lanes that (1) are inefficient unless the distribution of automated/manual
vehicles matches the corresponding lane distribution and all times, (2) require
weaving. areas, barriers and other resources to effect the segregation, and (3) may
meet with public disfavor that has occurred in numerous HOV projects, perhaps
aggravated by the notion that only those economically fortunate enough to afford the
equipment can use the segregated resources.

Another issue requiring further attention is who will pay for the platooning equipment.
If a segregated system is used, and speeds are substantially faster for the platooning
lanes, then individual benefits are obvious and consumers will be willing to pay for it.
However, in a mixed system, the capacity benefits are essentially equally spread over
all users whether they are equipped or not. Thus, a “tragedy of the commons” situation
arises: while the benefits increase with the proportion of vehicles equipped in the
aggregate, the incremental benefit to an individual derived from equipping his
particular vehicle is negligible, and therefore the individual is not motivated to
purchase the equipment as a consumer item. This problem may be alleviated by the
misconception of individual benefit by some users. A tailgater may benefit by
intimidating the leading driver to move out of the way, but otherwise the benefit is
negligible; nevertheless, tailgating is commonplace.

It is important to recognize that any action that increases capacity (such as platooning)
in order to reduce congestion may cause an increase in usage due to “latent demand,”
which may then result in a net increase in fuel use and emissions. [JOHNSTONSO]
claims that automation “will increase VMT and therefore air pollution and noise.”
Johnston may be right, but on the other hand reducing congestion also decreases
emissions per mile driven; it is not clear whether the greater efficiency per mile will
balance the greater miles driven.

A serious concern is the perception of risk, and the fact that when an accident occurs, it
is more likely to involve more vehicles. This topic discussed is further in
Section 4.2.2.3.2 for the Automated Highway System.

Rockwell Ana!vsi~.  Platooning, the act of adjacent cars moving very close to each
other, increases the density of vehicles at any given speed still further relative to gap
holding. While we still have safegap (perhaps modified as discussed later) between
adjacent platoons, the space between vehicles in the platoon is smaller, so net density
is increased.

With gap holding, maximum capacity was affected only by the size of the safegap,  and
the space provisions to allow lane change maneuvers. Platooning introduces new
considerations: (1) the size of the intraplatoon gap, and (2) the number of vehicles in
the platoon.

We have extended the DEMOS gap holding model to evaluate these new variables in
terms of their potential contribution to increase freeway capacity. Figure 4-3 illustrates
the sensitivities to these two new variables. It assumes that all cars are equipped for
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automated platooning operations and are traveling at maximum flow. The interplatoon
spacing is based on the same Gap Control formulae used in Section 4.2.2.1.3.
However, while the safegap here is based on the same braking criteria chosen for
Gap Control in Figure 4-2, the response time lag has been shortened to 0.1 seconds
to reflect the fact that vehicle-to-vehicle communication is available, so control actions,
even emergency ones, can be coordinated.

3000. I I t
0 1 0 2 0 3 0

INTRA-PLATOON SPACING - FEET

Figure 4-3. Lane Capacity Dependence on Platoon Size and Intra-Platoon Spacing
Between the Vehicles

The sensitivity to the choice of intraplatoon gap is shown only because we may find
that the 2-3 foot spacing usually assumed may be psychologically unacceptable.
These intermediate separation distances are safe in the event of emergency stops if
the braking capability of the following vehicle is 95 % of that of the lead vehicle; this
leads to collisions under 5 mph, which is presumed to be within the no-damage
envelope of current bumpers.

[WARD911  showed that if the rate of lane entry and exit were roughly balanced, the
creation of exit gaps constrained platoon size, so that platoons above three or four
vehicles were unlikely. There will be a mix, probably a number of single vehicles,
many of two vehicle platoons, and a few threes. Figure 4-4 assumes a mix for a four
lane freeway as shown in Table 4-1, an intraplatoon gap of 10 feet, and interplatoon
gaps based on Gap Holding (as in Figure 4-3); it shows that at 60 mph this assumed
mix of platoon sizes increases capacity by 300% over manual.
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Figure 4-4. Relative’Comparison of Capacity for Manual, Gap Holding, and
Platooning for a Four Lane Freeway

There are two other considerations on capacity. The first is the possible need to
modify the safegap to provide stable stream flow down to a reasonable speed. It can
be seen in Figure 3-7 in the previous chapter that the unstable speed regime (the
speed regime in which slowing causes capacity to contract, inducing more slowing) ,
can begin at around 50 mph for single vehicles. As platoon size increases the
unstable regime extends to higher speeds. For large platoon mixes it might be
necessary to artificially flatten these curves to provide stable regimes around operating
points. Since we have assumed only small platoons here, this possibility has been
ignored.
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MIXED PLATOON SIZES IN A 4 LANE FREEWAY

- ASSUMED PLATOON SIZE PER LANE FRACTIONS -

LANE 1

LANE 2

LANE 3

LANE 4

NUMBER OF VEHICLES PER PLATOON

1 2 3 4 5

10% 20% 25% 25% 20%

30% 25% 20% 15% 10%

55% 20% 15% 10%

80% 10% 10%

Table 4-1. Distribution of Platoon Sizes Assumed for
Case of Figure 4-4

The second consideration is that in any real situation we will not have a single
uninterrupted freeway. There will be interchanges, and there will be sections in which
a large number of vehicles will exit. The relative capacities of all these potential flows
will have to be matched to the free stream flow, or the free stream flow constrained to
match the exit capacity available: if we are to have 30,000 vehicles per hour flowing in
one section of the freeway, there must be aggregate capacity for 30,000 vph
downstream of that section to accommodate their exit from the free stream section.
This implies that the usable capacity increases in any given freeway section are very
freeway-system and origin-destination-pattern specific.

This last consideration does not detract from the desirability of having large capacity
potentials; it just reminds us that we should consider what can be done to improve
capacities throughout the entire freeway network.

4.2.2.2 Lateral Control Systems

4.2.2.2.1 bne hold warning and automm  steering

Autonomous lane departure detection and lane keeping systems track the lane,
perhaps using imaging technology to detect lane markings. Cooperative techniques
call for sensing of magnetic nails in the roadway, wire-following, etc. Lane information
is then used either to warn the driver of deviation from the lane, or in a more
sophisticated system, to automatically steer the vehicle within the lane. Safety is an
immediate benefit of such systems: lane hold warning can prevent off-road accidents
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due to distractions, inattention, falling asleep at the wheel, overreaction, or an
improper maneuver. In addition, substantial capacity gains can be achieved (and
hence reduced congestion) if the lane holding permits significant reduction in lane
widths. However, presumably only properly equipped vehicles could operate in a
narrow lane (along with perhaps narrow vehicles like motorcycles), so that a properly
architected system must be developed before such capacity gains are achieved. As
stated in [DAVIESSl],  “The full-capacity benefits of using [automatic steering control] in
narrow traffic lanes would accrue only in certain specialized highway situations . . .
The narrow lanes would need to be restricted to suitably-equipped vehicle use, and
would need to be segregated from each other without barriers.”

[MOBILITYSO] indicates a safety benefit from “lane-edge tracking and warning“ that is
40% effective against off-road accidents, 10% effective against head-on collisions, and
5% effective against sideswipe accidents. With a 25% market penetration, this would
result in 3.7% fewer fatalities.
Shladover [SHLADOVERSO]  has stated that automatic lateral control may allow lane
widths to be reduced from the conventional 12 ft widths to 8.5 ft, so that 5 lanes
become 7 and a 40% increase in capacity is achieved. In the same paper, the
synergetic relationship between automated steering and roadway electrified vehicles
was identified. A more conservative capacity gain resulting from a reduction from 12 ft
to 10 ft widths is estimated in [HELLERgl]; they claim that “The most prominent benefit
may be the increase in safety to drivers by minimizing the probability of collisions
caused by erratic movement of vehicles”; they refer to [BENDERSl].

Observations. These systems will be particularly effective (40% is quoted) in
combating off-road accidents. Although these do not represent a large proportion of
all accidents, they do account for a disproportionate share of fatalities. Potential
capacity benefits from reduced lane widths are also significant (20-40%), although
implementation will be made difficult by the need to match individual vehicle
requirements to the lanes. If an Automated Highway System is constructed that
segregates automated vehicles and requires high conformity among them, then
narrowed lanes will be achievable. Also noteworthy is the relationship between lane
holding and road electrification.

. .4.2.2.2.2 be chanae warbling  and avoidance: lateral collmon warnina and
avoidance

Warning systems that alert the driver of a potential collision (typically with another
vehicle) while attempting a lane change can increase safety primarily for same-way
sideswipe accidents. Autonomous systems generally provide a sensor that fills the
driver’s “blind spot”; cooperative techniques may also be used. An advanced system
would automatically prevent the driver from turning the steering wheel that would
cause a collision. Closely related are systems that can detect another vehicle on a
collision course from the side, and provide a warning or automatically engage in an
avoidance maneuver by autobraking and/or steer-away actions.

[MOBILITYSO] determined that “Warning of vehicle in blind spot” would be 20%
effective against sideswipe accidents, so that a 50% market penetration would result in
0.25% fewer fatalities.
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Observations. The safety benefit for reducing sideswipe accidents is noted (20%
effectiveness is quoted), although sideswipe accidents do not account for a large
proportion of all accidents. This function is likely to be implemented in the context of a
more comprehensive system (see Section 4.2.6).

4.2.2.3 Combined systems

4.2.2.3.1 mmate&uise control

The combination of the gap holding system with the autonomous lane holding system
yields a fully automated cruise control capability. A rule-based system for an
“intelligent guidance system for headway and lane control” is presented in
[NIEHAUSSl].

Observatbns Although there may be technological synergies in combining gap
holding akd lane holding (e.g., sensors, processors), the benefits are essentially the
sum of the individual functions; see those sections.

4.2.2.3.2 A mated H iahwav  Svs tem (AHS\uto

There is no firm definition of what constitutes an AHS. However, one definition is the
combination of platooning and automated steering. The highway is also involved; for
example, the highway verifies the operational capability of the vehicles before they are
allowed in the (segregated) automated lane, and disabled vehicles are quickly
removed from the traffic stream.

Since the AHS is a system that combines multiple IVHS concepts, one can presumably
add the benefits of these systems together. In particular, one may add platooning and
lane width reduction capacity benefits. Numerous authors have investigated the AHS,
e.g., [BENDERgl],  [FENTONSl], [JOHNSTONSO], [HALLSl]; safety aspects are
treated in [NEILSONSO]  and in [HITCHCOCK92]. In [FENTON911  is stated that
“capacity increases range up to 300% and would result in improvements in traffic
throughput and decreases in congestion. The safety aspect would be a result of the
elimination of the human factor in vehicle control, and its replacement by faster
reacting, more consistent, and highly reliable automatic control systems. . . . Vehicles
would be constrained to move at fixed speeds, thereby avoiding both unnecessary fuel
consumption and excessive noxious exhaust products”.

[MOBILITYSO] divides the evolution of AVCS into three levels of research,
development, operational test and deployment, with the last level (AVCS-III) termed
“Automated Vehicle-Highway Systems.” This will “provide ‘automatic chauffeuring’ of
vehicles from arrival at the freeway on-ramp to departure from the freeway off-ramp.”
Several other authors have investigated the evolution of IVHS, including
[JOHNSTONSO], [CHEN89] and [DAVIESSl]; we will not treat this subject here.

[TURRENTINESl]  refers to a 1977 FHWA study by Elias et al. that believes that an
automated freeway system must be twenty times more safe than the current system to
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be acceptable to the public because of the driver’s loss of direct control; over the
vehicle. [CHEANEY76]  states that automated vehicles will need to be about 10 times
as reliable as current autos for the system to work, and that the neede “very
expensive” rigorous maintenance program is not likely to be followed dby vehicle
owners and thus the system “is bound for failure.” [JOHNSTONSO] notes that
“commercial air travel is about ten times as safe as auto travel and the public is more
concerned about deaths from air travel than about deaths from auto-travel, because of
the large accidents and the involuntary risk-in air travel.” In discussions of platooning
systems during contract reviews, Anthony Hitchcock made the point that when a
platoon crashes, it will be headline news due to numerous vehicles being involved, so
that even if such crashes are rare, the public perception of risk will be high. However,
this problem is a major concern if platoon sizes are large, say 10 to 20 vehicles. In our
judgment, substantial gains can be made even when platoons are smaller, so that
sizes above 3 or 4 may not be necessary.

It is also pointed out in [JOHNSTONSO] that “Automated steering and braking systems
will have more parts and more failure modes than nonautomated systems. Overall, we
will probably have fewer accidents caused by human failure and more caused by
mechanical failure. It is unclear if the result would be fewer accidents.”

ObservationS. AHS as conceived above does not present anything substantially
different than simply a combination of platooning and automated steering. Thus, our
observations regarding benefits may be referenced in those appropriate sections. As
was mentioned earlier, if segregated lanes and imposition of conformance standards
are used, then implementation of both platooning and auto-steering (in narrow lanes)
will be easier. With respect to the comments above regarding safety, clearly, many of
the comments are judgments of the individual authors; there is little basis for careful
evaluation.

4.2.3 Automated Merging of Streams

The purpose of automating the merging of streams at lane drops or on-ramps is to
smooth the process and thereby increase safety and capacity (and possibly
equity/fairness). Automated merge operation is discussed in [PILUTTISO] and in
[HALLSl].

Observations. In our limited survey, we did not find specific data quantifying the
potential benefits of automated merging. However, intuitively, there is much to be
gained from smoothing “internal friction” in traffic. Furthermore, significant gains have
been realized from freeway ramp metering, and a substantial proportion of this may be
attributable to smoothing the merge process.
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4.2.4 Automated Lane Change

The first stages of this function would be to provide status information as to whether
there is adequate spacing to maintain a safe lane change. Advanced systems would
automate the entire lane changing maneuver; such systems are believed to be farther
in the future. The goals of these functions are increased safety and perhaps increased
capacity insofar as the safe gaps needed for lane changing could be reduced.

There are actually two aspects to this function: Whether a lane change should be
made (and to which other lane), and the lane change maneuver itself. The decision-
making process of whether to make a lane change is a higher layer function, and
would involve a much broader information base than the maneuver (see [GIPPS86]).
This information would include how far until my target (off-ramp, intersection turn,
driveway, etc.), how far is my target relative to the targets of other nearby vehicles, are
there lane restrictions on my vehicle, etc.

Observations. The complexity of a lane change maneuver implies that full automation
will be extremely difficult. Warning systems that assist the driver (such as considered
in Section 4.2.2.2.2) are more realistic and could improve safety considerably for
sideswipe accidents. Safety may also be enhanced by explicit intervehicle
communications of intentions and status. Capacity benefits may be also be
achievable by allowing closer spacings; the extent of this benefit obviously depends
on the rate of lane changes as well as the spacing reduction per lane change. If the
spacing reduction and the safety enhancement is substantial, then lane changes may
be made more frequently; this may be used to an advantage in platooning systems
that attempt to sort platoons by destination. Computerized aids may also enhance
cooperation among drivers, thus smoothing traffic, increasing predictability, and
reducing stress (this also applies to the interleaving vehicles function of
Section 4.2.12.3).

The benefits of automated decision aids for choosing to make a lane change are
difficult to quantify. However, it appears likely that if the driver had information
regarding the immediate neighborhood (e.g., is there a car in front of the truck in front
of me?) then better decisions could be made and fewer lane change “retractions”
would be made. This would increase safety (since making a lane change is more
dangerous than not making one).

4.2.5 Automated Overtaking

Automation may provide information that (1) assists the driver in determining if
overtaking another vehicle is worthwhile, and (2) increases the safety of the overtaking
maneuver. This function exists at a higher layer than lane changing due to the larger
distances involved with respect to the gap needed to avoid oncoming traffic.

Observations. No automated overtaking systems analyses were discovered in our
literature review, but the function is included for completeness. Also, this applies
primarily to rural roads, which is not central to the scope of this work.
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4.2.6 Collision Warning and Avoidance

Full-scale collision warning and avoidance would provide the capability to track other
vehicles and predict their trajectories (with a Kalman filter perhaps). This prediction
could be further enhanced by additional communications from the infrastructure and
directly from other vehicles that indicate their status and intentions. The result is to
improve the situation assessment around the vehicle, and possibly perform automated
maneuvering to avoid trouble. Obstacle avoidance is discussed in [BORENSTEIN89].
The proximity warning system for backing up could be extended to provide driveway
exit warning.

There are cases where a vehicle about to be struck (say, vehicle A) can maneuver to
avoid contact or decrease the impact velocity, energy and thus damage and injury by
allowing as much stopping distance as possible for the impending strike (e.g., from the
rear by vehicle B). This may even involve having vehicle A intentionally strike another
object so as to more evenly dissipate the total collision energy. However, the liability
issues for such a system appear insurmountable.

The report [FHWA82a] investigates the Safety Hazard Advance Warning System
(SHAWS). Noting that 90-93% of accidents were caused by human errors and
deficiencies, “it is apparent that SHAWS can significantly contribute to reduction of
such probable causes as driver inattention, excessive speed, improper evasive action,
internal distraction, road unfamiliarity, reduced vision and fatigue.” A benefit-cost
analysis is presented using a range of assumed effectiveness levels. The accident
reductions were foreseen to range from 3.55% to 14.77%. The SHAWS warning
system is now referred to as In-Vehicle Safety Advisory and Warning System
(IVSAWS) and includes portable radio beacons placed near road hazards
[GREENSl]. This latter paper ranks the various IVSAWS functions along with many
others in terms of “feature scoring.”

In [MOBILITYSO] it is stated that “one-half of all rear-end collisions, and up to one-third
of intersection accidents could have been prevented if the driver had an additional l/2
second warning.” Also, “Prometheus estimates that one-half extra pre-collision
second would allow drivers enough evasive action time to avoid 50% of all accidents.”
An extensive safety benefit analysis is presented in [MOBILITYSO] that accounts for
IVHS technology type versus accident type as well as market penetration. The
summarized results are: a 0.17% reduction in fatalities achieved by 1995, a 1.7%
reduction in fatalities achieved by 2000, and an 18.9% reduction in fatalities achieved
by 2010; also, lane blocking accidents will be reduced 11% by 2010. The IVHS
“Safety technology feature” of “robust collision prevention” is separated out from other
actions such as “lane-edge tracking and warning” and “warning to apply brakes to
avoid collision”. By itself, “robust collision prevention” is said to be 70% effective
against all types of collisions, so that a 10% market penetration would result in 5.5%
fewer fatalities (i.e., 55% reduction in fatalities at 100% market penetration). The
“automated highway” “Safety Technology Feature” is listed as 90% effective against all
collisions.
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ObsefWions. Collision warning and avoidance systems will play a pivotal role in the
evolution of IVHS. [MOBILITYSO] estimates an overall reduction in fatalities of about
19% by 2010, but this estimate has many assumptions made within it regarding the
effectiveness of different technologies as well as market penetration. It also considers
only one facet of accidents, i.e., fatalities, and accidents of lesser severity will also be
reduced significantly by these IVHS systems. Because of the importance of this
function, a separate section (Section 4.3) has been included in this report that expands
on this topic. It is worth noting again that the reduction in safety will contribute heavily
in alleviating congestion, although specific quantification is difficult.

4.2.7 Intersection Hazard Warning and Management

This category generally includes all actions that would increase the safety of vehicles
as they approach and pass through signalized or unsignalized intersections. This
action requires cooperation between the vehicle and either the infrastructure or
directly with other vehicles. A smart intersection could detect approaching vehicles
and provide real-time warning to crossing vehicles/drivers of impending danger.
Implementation based on direct vehicle-to-vehicle communications would presumably
only provide safety from colliding with other operationally equipped vehicles.
Advanced systems would actively prevent a vehicle from entering an intersection in
the path of an oncoming vehicle. The benefit is safety, however, this action is related
to interleaving of vehicles (Section 4.2.12.3) for improved flow.

Observations. This function will reduce the proportion of angle collisions that were
caused by vehicles traveling in approximately perpendicular directions; the proportion
of this accident type is not clear from the data we collected (see Section 4.3 for specific
data), and is probably relatively small. However, a large proportion of these collisions
will involve a vehicle hit broadside, which is particularly severe in human injury and
not amenable to physical aspects such as vehicle crush space and air bags. Also, this
function is most likely needed for other IVHS actions (e.g., automated queue
discharge).

4.2.8 Automated Intersection Turning

This function is similar to automated merging and automated lane changing insofar as
the goals are to increase safety and smooth the conflict resolution process. The scope
is broader than these other functions due to the greater distances required regarding
the conflicting traffic stream. The complexity of this function depends highly on how
many conflicting streams are involved (e.g., left versus right turn at a typical 4-way
intersection).

Observations. The increase in safety is similar to that of the intersection hazard
warning function, although possibly reduced slightly because turn movements are
made more slowly than straight-through movements. Some gain may be had in
capacity by allowing closer spacings. Fuel and emissions benefits similar to those
considered in Section 4.2.2.1 .l may be realized due to efficient speed control.
Overall, the benefits may not be substantial, although this function may be embedded
in within a more encompassing smart car - smart highway system.
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4.2.9 Automated Queue Discharge

When vehicles are stopped at a red light in the form of a stationary queue and the light
changes green, there is a substantial delay until the lead vehicle begins accelerating,
another (although lesser) delay until the next vehicle begins its motion, etc. By having
the smart street (signal controller) directly control the vehicles (or at least provide
enhanced information to the driver), the queue dissipation process could be made
more efficient due to the smaller delays to initiate movements, and would therefore
increase the capacity of the intersection. Although a very limited span of information
would be required for a simple implementation of this function, we assume that for
safety reasons the intersection must also have a intersection hazard warning
capability, so that the signal to start on green is aborted if a moving vehicle in the
alternate direction is detected. This action and the Speed Advisories for Signal
Junctions listed next are somewhat related to the notion of a “systematic flying start”
accomplished by placing a pre-signal about 100 feet ahead of the intersection and
setting its red phase 4-6 seconds earlier than the primary signal. (see [VONSTEIN61]).

Observations. Very substantial capacity gains were found as a result of analysis using
the DEMOS model. Specific gains depend highly on the parameters chosen. This
function demonstrates the type of significant benefits that can be achieved by
integrating the smart vehicle with the smart street. Further research is warranted.

Rockwell Anah&  A DEMOS model was developed to evaluate the increased
number of vehicles that could clear an intersection using (1) automated queue
discharge, yielding smaller start-up delays and (2) closer intervehicle headways
allowed by the reduced reaction times that automated vehicles would have. Capacity
improvements accrue from both of these two aspects. Figure 4-5 illustrates the results
of a DEMOS analysis, in which the following assumptions were made. The lead
vehicle delay is 3.5 seconds in the manual case, and 0.1 seconds in the automated
(queue discharge) case. Start-up delays of subsequent vehicles decrease
exponentially in both cases, resulting in steady state headways of 2 seconds in the
manual case and 0.5 seconds in the automated case (due to reduced reaction time
capabilities). Figure 4-5 shows the number of vehicles that would clear in a given
cycle as a function of the green time. For example, with a 40 second green time,
approximately 12 vehicles would clear the intersection in the manual case while
nearly 38 vehicles would clear it in the automated case. Refer to the DEMOS model
(Appendix C) for more information regarding this analysis.
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4.2.10 Speed Advisories for Signal Junctions

Vehicles traveling on any route that includes signalized intersections can benefit from
information regarding the appropriate speed to use so that the next downstream
intersection is reached when its signal is green. This information may be provided by
alternative technologies, such as variable message signs read manually or
automatically or by direct communications from the infrastructure to the vehicles. This
action is a dynamic extension of the static speed control described in Section 4.2.2.1.2.
The success of this action depends highly on the degree of compliance to the
advisories. The major benefits are to reduce fuel use and emissions; driver comfort is
also increased through smoother driving and fewer stops. These speed advisories
effectively create platoons of vehicles (platoons are known to dissipate after about a
mile). [DAVIES911 suggests vehicle specific speed guidance for further fuel savings.

The paper [TRAYFORD  presents a benefits study based on simulation. They found
that if all drivers comply, a typical fuel savings of 10% and a reduction of stops by 50%
may be achieved. Coordination speeds can be adjusted to favor either fuel savings or
travel time savings; at one extreme there is little time savings and a 20% fuel savings,
and at the other extreme a 30-40% time savings and little fuel savings is obtained
(these assume 100% compliance). [TRAYFORD also considered the effects of
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degree of driver compliance, and found that “At lower coordination speeds, savings
vary better than linearly with compliance, while at high coordination speeds higher
compliances  are needed for a useful gain.” An algorithm for speed advisories is given
in [DOUGHTY841 and in [GIPPS85]. Field tests were conducted and are described in
[TRAYFORD87],  in which the concept was tested in conjunction with adaptive traffic
signal control (SCATS). However, apparently only a single vehicle was advised at a
time (i.e., no platoon formation was enhanced). The tests found a fuel savings of 10%
and stop savings of 34% across all conditions, and in optimized conditions these
became 13% fuel savings and 54% stop savings.

The paper [TEPLYSO]  reports on a variable speed advisory system that has been
implemented in St. Albert, Canada. This system is applied to the links between two
signal network subsystems that operated independently (but are coordinated
internally). The speed advisories resulted in 1570% less stops and 1 l-43% less
delays. The main benefits occurred at one intersection and amounted to a reduction of
delays from 70 seconds to less than 30 seconds. At another intersection, platoon
ratios went from 1.03 to 1 .ll in one case and from .92 to 1.32 in another (time-of-day-
dependent cycles may or may not be matched in the subsystems).

In [VANLEERSUM85],  studies based on the TRANSYT simulation program found that
if “the greater proportion of motorists obey the signs” then “fuel can be reduced by as
much as 13% and the total number of stops by up to 38%.”

Qbservations. Speed advisory systems generally promise fuel savings of about 10%
and a reduction of stops by about 50%. The primary benefit is a savings in fuel and
emissions, and in driver discomfort. Time savings can accrue presumably from the
ability to hit the green in motion. “Delays” can be significantly reduced, although it is
not clear how much of this is simply due to longer travel time spent on the approaching
link. A significant concern is whether safety is decreased due to the possibility of
crossing vehicles that enter the intersection late. This system would appear to be
relatively easy to implement. It applies uniformly to all drivers (no on-board vehicle
equipment is inherently required), although driver compliance is an issue.

4.2.11 Dynamic Speed Control on Freeways to Homogenize Densities

An increase in the flow of traffic is achieved if the speed and density is maintained
within the stable region. To accomplish this, the distribution of vehicles and their
speeds can be managed over a freeway section so that a relatively uniform density
exists. Several mechanisms are possible to inform drivers to slow or speed up, the
simplest being changeable message signs with speed advisories. As in the case of
speed advisories for signal junctions, the effectiveness of this action depends heavily
on driver compliance. This action has also been referred to as a variable speed limit
system or mainline metering. It is noted that ramp metering (Section 4.2.16) is highly
related in that one function of ramp metering is to maintain flow within the stable
region; however, in that case access control is employed. Dynamic speed control is
also closely related to incident warning (Section 4.2.19), which has a primary goal of
safety.
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The paper [SMULDERSSO], in reviewing related literature, includes a statement that in
[CREMER79]  an increase of capacity of 21% is achievable. However, Smulders found
in his work, which is based on a mathematical model, that “The effects of speed signal
control turn out to be far less dramatic than assumed by Cremer. . . According to our
data capacity is hardly increased, but control nevertheless had a significant positive
effect on the stability of the traffic stream.” More specifically, [SMULDERSSO] found
about 50% less serious speed drops and a small increase of l-2% of capacity using
speed control. (See also [SMULDERS89].) The paper [KARAASLANSO] presents a
case comparing whether or not homogenization is used, but does not provide general
claims on benefits; this also uses a mathematical modeling approach. [DAVIES911
notes that variable message signs used for speed advisories are commonly ignored in
the U.S. and the U.K.; this would apply to Section 4.2.10 as well.

Observations. The capacity benefits of homogenizing freeway flows are unclear.
While the related function of ramp metering has numerous reports of substantial gains,
the results of [SMULDERSSO] do not indicate any significant capacity gains. The
primary benefit therefore appears to be safety due to smoothing the flow. However,
quantification of the reduction in number and severity of accidents was not found in our
literature review.

4.2.12 Isolated Signal Control

This subsection is concerned with signalized intersections in which the signal timing is
operated independently of other signals; this may occur because the signal is
geographically distant from all other signalized intersections.

4.2.12.1 Signaling Techniques to Increase Safety

lemma zone. The dilemma zone exists at the onset of a yellow light, wherein an
approaching vehicle can neither stop safely nor legally proceed into the intersection.
In [VINCENT86],  it is stated that dilemma-zone problems (particularly for high-speed
(>=40mi/h)  roads) are solved in the U.K. by installing extra speed-measuring detectors
on the high-speed approaches and green extensions given when needed. Tests were
ongoing at the time of that writing to determine the effectiveness. [SAlT090] also
proposes “variable lengths of clearance intervals” for “lightening the driver’s burden of
judgment to stop or pass through.” They refer to the paper [CHARLES781  that states
that a 75% reduction in rear-end collisions was realized by applying this method.

.Other safm. [BROWNFIELDSO]  presents a discussion of various issues in
signaling safety. For example, increasing intergreen times can reduce cross road
collisions by as much as 80%; these techniques may be most beneficial at night. A
particularly interesting comment made was as follows: “There appears to have been
very little work carried out to investigate in depth the effect on accidents of introducing
computer controlled signals. . . . As yet there has been no definitive safety study of
SCOOT although some relatively simple studies have been carried out. Two in
particular. . . both identified an increase in serious accidents. It is difficult to explain
any causal relationship between SCOOT and increased accident severity and neither
study was sufficiently robust to be able to detect statistical significance. Nevertheless, .
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the profession . . .
being compromised.”

should undertake a major study to demonstrate that safety is not
A related statement in [SAIT090] is: “the research focus on

traffic control technique (sic) have been mainly placed on how to set the lengths of
green intervals and their onset timings for reducing traffic delays. And it has been
scarcely discussed that how this concerns the ‘traffic safety’ which is the original and
the most essential aim of traffic signal control.”

The paper [VINCENT861 discusses safety aspects of the MOVA technique as follows.
“Concern is sometimes expressed that changing away from a gap-seeking technique
to a delay-minimizing or capacity-maximizing system will result in more vehicles
crossing the stop-line after the end of green, and that this is less safe.” To this end,
extra detectors were placed that counted the vehicles crossing the stop-line during the
amber and early red stages, and found that MOVA resulted in 5% fewer counts.
Although the correlation with accident potential is not established, this was considered
encouraging.

Red-light surveillance systems are discussed in [FISHER92]. It is stated that in New
York City, nearly 60% of the traffic fatalities were due to crashes at signalized
intersections. Still cameras are activated by induction loops as a vehicle enters the
intersection on a red. “However, the cameras themselves are unable to reduce the
number of crashes; rather, their presence, coupled with widespread efforts to inform
the motoring public about them, could substantially reduce the number of crashes.”

Observations. Dilemma zone signaling techniques are quoted as offering a very
significant 75% reduction in rear-end collisions, and appear to be straightforward to
implement. As indicated above, further research appears to be needed with respect to
the safety aspects of advanced signal control techniques (this also applies to the
speed advisory action of Section 4.2.10).

4.2.12.2 Adaptive and Optimized Isolated Signal Control

Signalized intersections that are more than a mile downstream from any others may be
considered in isolation for control purposes, since there is little measurable platoon
cohesion beyond about one mile. (However, use of speed advisories can extend this
range; see 4.2.10.) Control may be based on fixed-time, semi-actuated or with full
vehicle actuation.

The MOVA strategy for isolated signal control, developed by the TRRL, is described in
[VINCENT86].  As stated in [DAVIESSl], MOVA “works on a principle of approach
occupancy, and trades off stopping approaching vehicles against holding already-
stopped vehicles for a few more seconds.” MOVA has been field tested at three sites,
selected as having substantially different traffic conditions. The performance was
compared to the standard U.K. D-System VA control. The delay savings [VINCENT861
vary considerably not only by site but because different versions of MOVA were tested;
a 30% delay savings at one site during off-peak and a 12% delay savings at another
during P.M. peak are given.

[HENRY891 and [FARGESgO]  present results for the French PRODYN real time traffic
control system. Field trials were made that compare PRODYN single intersection
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performance with Webster fixed times and to traditional vehicle actuated. The TRRL
common-slope regressive analysis was used to eliminate demand variation effects.
The relative gains were relatively slight, with travel time reductions ranging not more
than 4%. The PRODYN system showed larger improvements in a network context
(see below).

The OPAC system is described in [GARTNER89],  This is a demand-responsive
decentralized signal control strategy developed and tested in the U.S. The NETSIM
simulation model was used and field tests conducted at two sites. The results were
that “average delays were reduced 515%, with most of the benefits occurring in high
volume/capacity conditions.”

[CARDEN85]  addresses the capability of SCOOT to an isolated intersection. Although
it is stated that “It is probable that a fully-responsive control system designed to control
an isolated junction could achieve better results than SCOOT control”, considerable
benefits are shown relative to fixed-time plans. Several isolated junctions have been
fitted with SCOOT control, and one was the studied in [CARDEN85]. SCOOT control
was compared to SCOOT turned off; “without SCOOT control the junction functioned
with demand-dependent side-road stage lengths, the demand-dependent right-turn
filter operated as before.” Also, the cycle time was fixed when SCOOT was turned off.
A number of results are given; in particular, SCOOT resulted in an overall journey time
saving of 14.2% during the evening peak period. However, it was discovered that the
“before” SCOOT case had too small a cycle time, so that the benefits were somewhat
inflated.

Observations. The capacity benefits of advanced isolated signal control techniques
over conventional vehicle actuated control do not appear to be substantial. Typical
delay savings were in the 5-15% range.

4.2.12.3 Interleaving of Vehicles

In an advanced system, one could have real-time negotiation of rights-of-way as
vehicles with intersecting paths approach an intersection. The allocation of ROW
would be more efficient, with vehicles rarely needing to stop, and interleaving in
platoons of sizes as small as a single vehicle. Direct control of the vehicle by the smart
street may be used. This may also include formation and dissolution of “lateral
platoons” when the number of lanes just before and after the intersection is larger.
Such a system would increase intersection throughput, increase safety, and reduce
fuel use and emissions by removing intersection conflicts.

Observations. While such a system is not likely to be realized for quite some time, it is
nevertheless worthwhile to consider what upper bounds on performance might be,
and what the ultimate system might look like so that we may begin now towards its
eventual evolution. Unlike the speed advisory system of Section 4.2.10, in which
throughput is still limited by the intersection signal timings, the use of real-time
negotiation is envisioned to greatly increase flow capacity. However, the quantitative
benefits are unknown.
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4.2.13 Coordinated Fixed Signal Control (Pre-Timed, Optimized)

According to [DAVIESSI],  “The concept of coordination is to control the duration and
offsets of green periods at adjacent sets of signals along an arterial or within a
network. To maintain coordination from cycle to cycle, each intersection must operate
with a common cycle time, or sometimes half the cycle time. The green periods at
each intersection are timed in relation to each other by specifying an offset for each set
of signals, based on the average journey time along each link.” As indicated above,
the intersections must be close enough that robust platoon cohesion is maintained to a
large degree.

MAXBAND and PASSER1184 are examples of computer programs for optimizing
bandwidth and green wave progression along an arterial. The TRANSYT program is a
well known program that optimizes signal networks, and has a long history of
development. Substantial gains are realized by comparing a TRANSYT-optimized set
of signals to the same set using uncoordinated vehicle-actuation. For example,
[BELCHERSO] reports that a 13% to 23% reduction in journey times is achieved “by
imposing traffic signal timings which are calculated according to historical information
on flow and link speed (Transyt).” Application of TRANSYT time optimization also
achieves fuel savings; the report [LEE911 describes such benefits as part of the
Wisconsin Fuel Efficient Transportation Program.

The National Signal Timing Optimization Project [FHWA82b] used a simulation model
to determine that improved traffic signal timing plans would result in an 8.5% decrease
in travel time; fuel savings of 10,000 gallons annually for each average intersection
were also reported. The Fuel-Efficient Traffic Signal Management study [ITS861
involved both simulation and field tests, and found 15% reduction in vehicle delays,
16% reduction in vehicle stops, 7% reduction in travel times, and 8.6% reduction in
fuel use; reduced emissions, increased safety and improved public transit operations
are also reported. These data are summarized in [GA091].

Fixed-time plans optimized for delay savings were compared to plans optimized for
fuel savings in [RATCLIFFE89], and it was found that the latter yield an additional fuel
savings of 5.01% during peak periods, although insignificant differences occur off-
peak. The paper investigates both cars and heavy goods vehicles, and determined
the distribution of fuel use among the traffic states of cruise, delay (idling) and stops. A
TRRL report by Robertson is referenced as predicting “that a saving in delay that
reduced journey time by 10% is likely to save from 6 to 8% of fuel consumed. A further
savings of 3% was achieved with a ‘minimum fuel’ plan in Glasgow.”

Observations. Coordination of signals in an arterial or network has been proven to
yield notable benefits compared to treating each signal in isolation. Reductions in
travel times are reported as high as 23%, although lo-15% may be a better general
estimate. Fuel savings of 5-9% were reported. The use of such systems as TRANSYT
are of course well established, and the primary issue is one of implementation.
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4.2.14 Coordinated Partially Adaptive Signal Systems

Probably the most recognized example of a partially adaptive coordinated signal
system is the Los Angeles Automated Traffic Surveillance and Control (ATSAC)
System. The system is in a lo-year implementation program that began in 1988; this
followed an earlier pilot installation. It is considered a UTCS 1.5 generation system.
Control strategies that are used are (1) TRANSYT-7 optimized time-of-day plans with
fine tuning by control center staff, (2) Critical Intersection Control, which is a real-time
algorithm running on about 25% of the ATSAC intersections as of the writing of
[ROWESla],  (3) Traffic Responsive Control, which selects a new timing plan over a
time-of-day plan as a result of day-to-day variations, and (4) Manual Override, which
uses the expertise of the traffic control center operators and is particularly useful for
special events and other unusual situations. Extensive before and after data was
collected for ATSAC, however, the “before” case was not an optimized fixed timing
plan, so that it is difficult to determine how much of the benefit would have resulted
from a lesser upgrade. The benefits, from [ATSAC87] and [ROWESla],  include:
-13.2% travel time, -35.2% stops, 14.8% higher speeds, -20.3% intersection delay,
-12.5% fuel consumption, -10.2% hydrocarbon emissions, and -10.3% carbon
monoxide emissions.

A technique that can reduce gridlock in downtown areas is “Green Metering”
[FHWA92].  This is applied to saturated networks where there is a large inflow into a
closely spaced congested area. The strategy ensures that no green time on the major
approach is greater than the upstream green. “This effectively creates a situation
where the available capacity increases toward the CBD which compensates for the
increase in side frictions and turning movements” [FHWA92].  This policy has been
operated for many years in Kowloon, Hong Kong. A more dramatic technique is area
access control (or “Demand Storage,” ”External Metering”); this is described as a
demand management technique in Section 4.2.22.4

Inter jurisdictional problems exist for any coordinated system, and may be aggravated
when traffic responsive techniques are used due to the concern of local agencies
having large regional flows diverted onto their at-terials. This issue and the need for
collaboration is identified in [ROWE91 b]. [PATTENSl] also discusses such institutional
barriers.

Observations. The ATSAC data listed above provide the best measures of benefits for
this type of action. However, it should be recognized that the benefits are not
necessarily compared to a optimized fixed-time system, and in fact may not be
significantly better than such a system. The primary benefit, then, would be that the
system is continuously maintained at the level of an optimized fixed-time system; fixed-
time systems tend to yield a 3% delay increase each year that they “age.”
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4.2.15 Coordinated Fully Adaptive Signal Systems

The SCOOT urban traffic control system is probably the best indicator of the benefits
achievable with a fully adaptive system. Data for various field test trials are provided in
[BRETHERTON89],  with statistical procedures used to account for the effects of
changes in demand between trials (see also [ROBERTSONSl]). The overall benefit
found was an average saving in delay of about 12% in comparison to up to date
TRANSYT-based fixed time coordination. [BELL861  indicates that SCOOT is likely to
provide another 3% delay reduction for every year that a fixed time plan “ages;” thus,
“SCOOT should achieve savings in many practical situations of 20% or more
depending on the quality and age of the previous fixed time plan and on the rapidity
with which flows change.” The field trial results varied considerably, and it is indicated
in [BRETHERTON89]  that the larger benefits tended to be obtained in areas with short
distances between signals and at times when traffic volumes were relatively high and
variable. The 12% reduction in delay is also noted in [BELCHERgO].  Tests in England
discussed in [HUNT821  showed a more moderate 5% travel time savings compared to
optimized fixed timing.

The data collected in [BRETHERTON89]  were based on incident-free cases, i.e., if a
circumstance such as an accident occurred during a trial, then that data was
discarded. We interpret this as the indicated benefits would apply to non-recurring
congestion scenarios. This is quite restrictive, since the responsive nature of SCOOT
(and other fully adaptive systems) implies that it will provide substantial benefits by
automatically adjusting around incidents. (Note that offsets can be chosen that
coordinate traffic along a diversion route.) This subject was addressed in [HUNT85],
using both a simulated incident and a real incident. As was mentioned there, every
incident is different and it is therefore difficult to quantify the benefits in general. For
the simulated incident, no link was ever oversaturated, so that the duration of the
incident could be removed from consideration. The fixed plan was optimized, but of
course with no incident. The results showed that during the incident, delay for the
vehicles on the main route (blocked during the incident) increased 77 set per vehicle
for fixed-time control, but only 16 set per vehicle under SCOOT control. The journey
times were 105 set and 44 set respectively. The total delay in the simulated network
was 22.1 veh-h/h before the incident, 30.4 veh-h/h during the incident using a fixed-
time plan, and 23.7 veh-h/h during the incident using SCOOT. The real incident
occurred on a SCOOT controlled network, and the data was fitted after the fact to
predict how a fixed time plan would have performed. Average sum of queues at the
affected junctions show a substantial benefit of SCOOT over fixed time plans (25 vs.
200 off-peak, 150 vs. 500 P.M. peak).

The SCAT system is not as adaptive as SCOOT, but combines UTCS-1 and UTCS-2
features. Signal timings are determined according to traffic conditions at critical
intersections which control coordination within small subsystems; these subsystems
vary in size according to the current traffic demand. The SCAT system used initially in
Sydney Australia is described in [SIMS80].  This reference reports on the benefits as
follows:

l Travel time reductions, based on a 1974 study of a trial of a 2.6km Sydney
arterial, and compared with an optimized fixed-time plan, 39.5% in the morning
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peak period, 14.5% in the main business hours between peaks, and 32.8% in
the evening peak period.

l SCAT control versus isolated signal operation should reduce accidents by 20%
(it was not clear if this came from field trials or mathematical analysis).

l 20-48% fewer stops should occur with SCAT compared to isolated operation;
using a model that each stop eliminated saves 1/40th of a liter of fuel, this yields
a 1.5% fuel savings (again, whether this came from field trials is unclear).

l Using the estimate that SCAT will yield a 25% increase in average speed over
an optimized fixed-time plan, an 18% reduction in carbon monoxide emissions
and a 12% decrease in hydrocarbons emissions by the arterial road traffic
should result. However, the increased speeds will cause an increase in
nitrogen oxide emissions by 30%.

Another study ([LUXTON81]),  in considering SCAT installation benefits, indicated that
monitoring projects found a 15% difference in fuel usage between linked and non-
linked signals, but stated that the results were not definitive.

[FEHONSl] presents data of percentage improvements of SCATS over both isolated
control and Linked Vehicle Actuated (LVA) control. Benefits are in terms of travel time,
fuel, stops, and delays. [FEHONSl] states that “Although the greatest benefit comes
from coordination of isolated signals (BCR=83), there is still a substantial improvement
in moving from LVA to SCATS control (BCR=21).” (BCR stands for benefit to cost ratio.)

[HENRY891 and [FARGESSO] describe field trial data collected for the French
PRODYN system on a seven intersection network, and compared the PRODYN
performance to fixed-time plans based on THEBES (a French system similar to
TRANSYT). The results (which account for demand variations) reveal an average of
10% reduction in total travel time.

The Italian UTOPIA system is described in [MAUR089]. This system was
implemented in Torino and experimentation started in early 1984 and continued for
years thereafter. Field tests revealed an average gain in speed by private vehicles of
9.5% in 1985 and 15.9% in 1986 when compared to fixed time plans; the increase in
1986 was attributed to system tuning performed during the year. Floating cars were
used over four different routes. The UTOPIA system also provides priority to public
transit vehicles; these benefits are described in the APTS discussion in
Section 4.2.22.2.2.

Another function of signalized network control is that when there is simply too much
traffic for the total capacity to support, congestion (or queue) management (via
“internal metering” [FHWA92]) is applied that allocates the storage of vehicles on links
that have the lowest probability of spillback problems. These management techniques
do not explicitly deal with minimization of delays or stops, but only prevention of
intersection blockages. SCOOT is reported to provide this “gating” functionality, where
it is termed “action at a distance” (since signal settings may be modified at junctions far
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removed from the area of immediate concern) [ROBERTSON91 ,BRETHERTONSO].  It
is stated in [ROBERTSON911  that “The full value of this powerful facility is yet to be
explored.”

Advanced techniques that call for fully distributed control approaches have been
proposed in [CHIU92],  [FINDLER92]  and [LISTSl]. All of these studies are based on
simulation analysis. While it is difficult to quantify the benefits achievable with a fully
distributed approach, the early results obtained seem to warrant further research in
this direction.

Observations. Fully adaptive signal systems, typified by SCOOT, generally offer a
12% delay improvement in comparison to optimized fixed-time systems. As with the
ATSAC system (Section 4.2.14),  it does not “age,” so that compared to a 3-year old
fixed time plan, an additional delay savings of 20% may be achieved.

4.2.16 Ramp Metering (Freeways)

There are two primary and distinct functions accomplished by on-ramp metering:
(1) To maintain the flow on the freeway to within the stable regime by means of access
control (coupled with a surveillance system), and (2) to smooth the on-ramp merge
process, reducing the extent of merge conflicts by preventing surges of many on-ramp
vehicles attempting to join the mainline flow at once; this is further enhanced using
gap-finding metering. Another possible function of ramp metering is to reduce the
demand to the freeway, i.e., the ramps do not simply store the vehicles until the
mainline flow can support them, but effectively blocks them from ever entering. Those
vehicles that would otherwise have taken the freeway are then either distributed to the
street network, use another transport mode, or simply forego the trip. Moving the
demand to the street network only moves the problem; this is tackled by the corridor
systems considered below. Use of ramp metering as a demand management tool by
intentionally increasing delays to users has its disadvantages, and alternative
techniques such as pricing may be superior.

Ramp metering, somewhat like signalized intersection control, can be classified into
isolated ramp control and coordinated ramp control of a set of contiguous ramps.
However, here “coordinated” is much looser, in that it refers to compatible, consistent
metering rates and not to specific times when the lights blink. Coordinated operation
is called for whenever actions at any given ramp affect traffic flow at other ramps.

Ramp metering techniques can be classified as time-of-day metering (fixed plans
based on historical data), or traffic responsive metering (such as the Seattle system).
Meters can also be locally overridden by spillback conditions or corrections for HOV
bypass traffic.

The report [MOBILITYSO] summarizes data in [OT089] regarding the benefits of
freeway ramp metering as follows:

l In the operational system in Minneapolis-St. Paul, “evaluations show that
average freeway speeds increased from 34 to 46 MPH (35%), while peak
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period volume increased 32%. In addition, the average number of peak period
accidents declined 27%, and the peak period accident rate declined 38%.”

l In Seattle, travel time was reduced “from 22 minutes to 11.5 minutes” while
“peak period mainline freeway volumes increased 86% northbound and 62%
southbound”; also, “the accident rate decreased by 39%.”

l In Long island, “travel times were reduced from 26 minutes to 21 minutes (20%),
and motorists entering at metered ramps also experienced an average travel
time reduction of 13%. The analysis also showed a 6.7% reduction in fuel
consumption, 17.3% reduction in carbon monoxide emissions, a 13.2%
reduction in hydrocarbons.”

The study [GA0911 summarizes the results of the Chicago Area Expressway
Surveillance and Control Project presented in [MCDERMOTT791  as yielding a 30%
reduction in peak period congestion and 18% reduction in accidents, as well as
decreased travel times and expedited emergency responses. Similar data are
provided in [MCDERMOTT92].

The conclusion made in [MOBILITYSO] is that “Ramp metering is a great success story,
having reduced freeway accidents by 20 to 40%, where implemented, while
substantially increasing throughput at the same time.”

In the paper [LINDLEY87],  it was assumed that a freeway surveillance and control
system contained “mainline and ramp surveillance through loop detectors, a traffic
responsive ramp metering system, and an incident management program” and that the
“benefits were quantified as a 20% improvement in average travel time on congested
segments of the freeway and a lo-minute average reduction in incident duration.”

The paper [LIPPSl] compares coordinated versus uncoordinated ramp control, using
data collected in the Denver metropolitan area. When the ramp metering system was
initiated, including some geometric improvements, “measured benefits of the project
showed a 58% increase in freeway speed and a 37% reduction on vehicle hours of
travel (VHT)“. When the system was later expanded, tests were conducted to evaluate
the benefits of coordinating the ramp metering. It is stated that “only minor benefits
were found during coordination” except for one of the four groups tested.

The papers [PAPAGEORGIOU89]  and [HADJ-SALEM901 present a macroscopic
mathematics model of freeway traffic flow and consider several ramp flow metering
techniques. Evaluations are made in clearing congestion caused by an incident. The
best strategy was found to be the ALINEA technique: “Compared to beaconing, the
ALINEA leads to an increase of 3% with respect to the number of vehicles served, a
decrease of 55% with respect to the time spent in congestion, and a decrease of 19%
with respect to the mean travel time.”

An analysis is given in [BANKS911 that investigates the flow breakdown process and
whether ramp metering can increase the capacity of freeway bottlenecks. Four case
studies of metered bottlenecks in San Diego are presented. The flow decreases
during breakdown were found to depend highly on the individual lanes.
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Observations. Ramp metering has been reported to yield substantial benefits.
Performance evaluations are quite varied, as shown above.

4.2.17 Integrated Ramp and Perpendicular Arterial Control

The need has been recognized for coordination between ramp control and traffic
signal controllers in close proximity of the ramp. In the simplest case, this is an
isolated interchange of a freeway and a perpendicular arterial. An example problem
that can arise is that the on-ramp queue can back up, causing spillback that affects the
operation of the signalized intersection. Ramp queue buildup can be sensed with a
presence loop detector at the upstream end of the ramp. When overflow is detected,
the freeway system can operate in isolation and provide priority to the arterial by
increasing the ramp discharge rate. However, in an integrated system, priority may be
given to the freeway by adjusting the intersection signal timing; for example, reduce
the green time for signal phases that control movements to the ramp.

In general, integrated control has the goal of achieving a smooth interface between the
surface street and freeway. For example, a signal light transition to a new timing plan
may cause a transient flow onto the on-ramp that causes problems, and could be
avoided by properly adjusting the ramp meter at the same time. As another example,
off-ramp queues may back up into the freeway deceleration lane and even into the
mainline flow, which might be avoided by providing priority to the off-ramp flow where
it meets the signalized intersection.

Unfortunately, as pointed out in [FHWA92],  “it is rare for one agency to be responsible
for the operation of both the surface street signals and the freeway system. The
INFORM system operated by NYDOT is the exception to this rule.”

4.2.18 Corridor Systems

A corridor typically consists of a freeway, one or more parallel arterials and frontage
roads, and the perpendicular arterials in the immediate vicinity. (Essentially the
boundary is defined by how far drivers are likely to divert from the freeway in order to
save time; these boundaries could be considered dynamic according to current traffic
conditions.) The concept is to treat the entire system as a single entity. Traffic is
routed through the corridor such that loads are appropriately balanced on all parallel
alternatives. Advanced, direct communications to drivers indicating optimal routes
would be preferable, but in the shorter term ramp and signal controls can influence
travelers” choice of route (e.g., divert to an arterial instead of waiting for a very long
ramp queue).

A typical scenario in a corridor system is a diversion strategy, instigated by the
occurrence of an incident on the freeway. The freeway traffic is directed to the off-ramp
(possibly multiple off-ramps) upstream of the incident and routed around via the
parallel arterial(s). Since the street network is integrated, off-ramp priority is given and
signal timings (possibly flashing operation) are immediately adjusted to account for the
sudden and drastic flow transient, providing directional progression priority. When the
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flow is routed back onto the freeway on-ramp just downstream of the incident, the on-
ramp meter is maintained green to allow maximum flow.
Corridor control also is concerned with congestion management, i.e., when an
oversaturated situation exists, the vehicles are stored where spillback and other
problems are minimized. This function was discussed in Section 4.2.15, and obviously
also applies when the network also includes freeway elements.

The Santa Monica Smart Corridor project in Los Angeles is described in [ROPERSl].
This links the ATSAC system (see Section 4.2.14) with the Caltrans freeway
surveillance system. Although this system was still under evaluation at the time of that
writing (evaluation will follow an 18-month demonstration period), the anticipated
benefits include an 1 l-l 5% reduction in travel time; fuel consumption reduction of
2.5%; 8% fewer hydrocarbon emissions, 15% less carbon monoxide emissions, and
an insignificant change to nitrous oxide emissions; intersection delays will be reduced
20%, and the number of stops at intersections will decrease by 35%. From a
individual driver’s perspective, the anticipated improvements are an increase in
average freeway speed from 15-35 mi/h to 40-50 mi/h, a substantial decrease in stop-
and-go freeway conditions, freeway trip duration reductions of nearly 12%, an
increase in average surface street speeds from 20 to 22 mi/h (1 l%), and an average
surface street trip duration decrease of nearly 13%. The data related to surface street
benefits is simply the data from the ATSAC system alone (see [ATSAC87],
[ROWESla]).  The Pathfinder navigation project is also included in the Smart Corridor,
but involves only 25 equipped vehicles and should have no impact on the overall
benefits to other users. The Smart Corridor project also includes a demonstration of
providing information on current traffic conditions via teletext on standard TVs by the
general public at their home or office.

A simulation study of the Integrated Motorist Information System in Long Island, New
York is presented in [REISSSl]  and [GARTNER87].  Numerous incident scenarios
were tested, reflecting different times, locations, and incident durations, and “with or
without computer control.” Benefits were found as follows: delay reductions ranged
from negligible to 66.9%, congestion clearance time reductions ranged from none to
91.7%, and maximum queue extension reductions ranges from none to 81.3%.
Obviously, the performance is highly dependent on the scenario. However, the overall
effectiveness was judged to be a 16.2% improvement in delay, 56.3% improvement in
clearance time after the incident was removed, and a 51.7% improvement in the
average extension of the queue upstream of the incident.

Corridor control strategies are provided in [CREMER89]  and in [CHANG92],  together
with theoretical models and performance analyses. [PEETASl] presents a simulation
study of a commuting corridor network that consider (1) location of the incident,
(2) duration of the incident, (3) market penetration (fraction of users with access to real-
time information, and (4) user behavioral rules.

Observations Corridor systems control is very complex, being closely related to
Incident Warnings and Incident Management, and incorporating both Adaptive Signal
Systems and Ramp Metering. The benefits of corridor systems control are highly site-
specific and highly dependent on the incident scenario. There are cases where the
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benefits can be quite substantial. This type of system may be particularly significant in
contributing to the goal of “Achieve High Public Satisfaction with the System” identified
in Chapter 3.

4.2.19 !ncident Warnings

This IVHS function is the provision of information to the driver/vehicle regarding
accidents, vehicle breakdowns, weather and road conditions, road works, and other
hazards and incidents. This is real-time information, and therefore differs from the type
that was described for static speed control (Section 4.2.2.1.2). Thus, this may be
considered as a form of dynamic speed control. The primary goal is to provide
enhanced safety, such as slowing for a downstream incident.

The paper [GIESA87]  refers to Dutch literature as suggesting that “half of all accidents
involving two and more vehicles could be avoided by early warning.” [MOBILITYSO]
reports that a Minnesota DOT study found that 13% of all peak period accidents on
one Minneapolis freeway were secondary.

[RUSSAM86] states “Better driver information will also reduce accidents but potential
accident savings are difficult to estimate although on motorways and other high speed
roads the EURO-COST 30 study indicated that 15-25 percent of accidents could be
affected. Drivers rate highly the need to be given information about hazards and
accidents ahead but the actual benefits . . . may be relatively small”. However, in the
same report it is reported that “Good results have come from closely spaced automatic
warning signs either specifically for queue warning, as in several locations in
Germany, or as part of the motorway control system as in Holland. An accident
reduction of 20 per cent has been reported from Holland while German results show
an accident reduction of 29 per cent with accident severity also reduced by 25 per
cent. Travel time benefits worth more than twice the accident savings in Holland
contributed to an annual rate of return of 17 per cent on the installation.”

[LEMAIRESl] reports that automatic queue detection and warning panel display at the
exit of the Schuman Tunnel in Brussels that asks the drivers to reduce their speeds
when leaving the tunnel resulted in a reduction in the number of rear-end queue
collisions (“heavy incidents”) in one year from 7 to 2. “Turnings” type accidents were
reduced from 3 to 1, and the number of injured people from 5 to 0.

[CASSIDY91] notes that there are three functions served by providing real-time traffic
alerts: improved safety, improved operation (alternative routing), and improved public
image. This latter goal was identified as “Achieve High Public Satisfaction with the
System” in Chapter 3.

Observations. The safety benefits from provision of incident warnings are substantial.
Apprcximately  25% related accidents may be avoided with this technique.
Furthermore, advance warnings will reduce the sudden slowing of vehicles that send
shock waves upstream, and may therefore improve flow.
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4.2.20 Incident Management

Incident management involves the detection and diagnosis of incidents, the alerting
and assemblage of the appropriate response teams, priority transport handling of the
emergency personnel and equipment both to and if appropriate (e.g., ambulance) from
the site, the alerting and diverting of upstream traffic (and any other management
functions deemed necessary), supervision of clearance operations, and the update of
the ATIS data base for other travelers in transit or.planning their trips. Incidents are
also logged for postanalysis and future planning. A characterization of urban freeway
incidents is given in [GIULIAN089]; this does not provide a direct benefit analysis of
the application of IVHS technologies, but may be useful in future such research.
[LINDLEY89] reported that nearly two-thirds of vehicle delay on urban freeways is
caused by non-recurring incidents. In [MOBILIlY90],  a Minnesota DOT study is said to
have found that “Freeway surveillance and control and incident management systems
on these urban freeway miles would, it is predicted, have reduced that total delay by
35%“.

An incident may be caused by an obvious single event, such as colliding vehicles or
debris from a spilled load, or may result from a traffic overload built up over some time.
Proactive techniques that prevent an incident from occurring (through ramp metering,
signal light timing, flow diversion, etc.) are clearly highly related to incident
management.

4.2.20.1 Improved surveillance information

IVHS will enable better incident management by providing better “eyes” to see events.
A greater distribution of sensors will exist, the sensors will detect more relevant
information, and will be able to communicate that information more quickly and reliably
to the appropriate users that can act on it. Video and infrared sensors coupled with
advanced image processing capabilities will provide area-wide surveillance that
directly captures such features as queue lengths, rather than indirect techniques using
multiple inductive loops.

Key new sources of traffic surveillance information anticipated are the vehicles
themselves, acting as probes that communicate link travel times, detections of
incidents, and other information for use in traffic and incident management. These will
augment conventional motorist aid communications systems, which include roadside
call boxes, CB radio and radio (e.g., cellular) telephone [MAMMAN080]. Police and
courtesy patrols are also a primary source of providing motorist aid, as well as other
public agency and transit vehicles using two-way radio.

Automatic mayday signaling, using automatic vehicle location and identification (AVL,
AVI) technology, will provide an immediate emergency request [RILLINGSSl] that
includes the location of the vehicle; additional relevant information may also be
included in the mayday message (e.g., vehicle type and status). This system may also
provide an electronic signal flare to warn other appropriately equipped vehicles
(Section 4.2.19).
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A simulation study of a 80 km section of the Taiwan Freeway was presented in [JU89]
which compares two cases: (1) incidents are detected by police patrols, which have
50 minute headways and require 55 minutes to clear an incident, and (2) emergency
telephones placed at 5 km spacings are used to detect incidents. In the latter case,
the average detection time is 5 minutes, and “since the police are informed of the
incident more quickly than in the police patrol alternative, and congestion does not
have as long to build, the incident clearance time reduces from 55 min to 40 min”.
Numerous simulation runs were made, and benefit-to-cost ratios are provided.
The SCOOT system provides significant information regarding incidents and
congestion on links [HOUNSELLSO], [ROBERTSONSl].  The SCOOT database is said
to be useful for system/network improvements/modifications, junction design,
identifying congestion and its characteristics, dynamic route guidance, and automatic
incident detection.

4.2.20.2 Improved Detection and Diagnosis

New incident detection algorithms promise faster detection times and can also assist
in determining the location and nature of the incident. These algorithms will fuse
information obtained from a wide range of sources (police reports, drivers, sensors). In
[FORBES92],  a modified McMaster Single Station Algorithm is described that operates
on a 30 second cycle and was able to detect 100% of the incidents in a set of test
cases, with only a 0.043% false alarm rate. Additional details on the catastrophe
theory approach is given in [PERSAUD89]  and [AULTMAN-HALLSl].  A low pass filter
approach is described in [STEPHANEDESSl]. This automatic incident detection
algorithm has a 3 minute detection delay and tests resulted in a 0.15% false alarm rate
at a 60% detection rate. Knowledge-based techniques using image processing are
discussed in [SELLAMSl]. Additional incident detection algorithms are compared in
[MASTERSSl]. Coordinated dispatch of personnel and equipment will be aided by
improved cause, status, and location information.

Observations. Although sophisticated incident detection algorithms will provide
benefits for some time to come, their utility will decrease as the number of sensors and
quality of sensor data increase. In particular, if a large proportion of the vehicle fleet
could provide immediate “probe” information (including Mayday functions), the rapid
detection and characterization of an incident would be straightforward.

4.2.20.3 Improved Response: Speed Care for Injured

Providing speedier care for the injured is achieved by providing priority to emergency
vehicles to and from the crash site. According to [DOTgO], “Emergency Medical
Services (EMS) provide prompt, appropriate pre-hospital emergency medical aid at
the scene of the crash and en route to a hospital. Studies have indicated that while 20
percent of all fatal crashes resulted in instantaneous death and another 59 percent
were of such severity that the injured party could not have been saved with current
medical knowledge, 21 percent of those injured could have survived if they could have
been given appropriate medical care immediately.” (Cited C. J. Glass, “Emergency
Medical Services for Highway Safety,” Office of Traffic Safety Program, NHTSA.)
Further data is provided in [DOT901 that describes survivability as a function of delay in
obtaining medical attention.
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4.2.20.4 Improved Response: Congestion Prevention and Relief

Having detected and diagnosed an ongoing or predicted incident, actions will be
applied to prevent and/or alleviate congested situations by rapid clearing of the
obstruction and diversion of the traffic; also, upstream drivers will be alerted of
hazardous conditions (Section 4.2.19). Determination of the appropriate actions for
the congestion leveling of the overall system will use network-wide load
balancing/traffic assignment optimization algorithms, real-time traffic simulations, travel
forecasting and behavior models. Effectuation of the management actions such as
diverting flows, dynamic imposition of lane restrictions and mayday acknowledgment
will be enhanced by such IVHS technologies as variable message signs and direct
communications with vehicles. Simply providing the real-time information to travelers
(Sections 4.2.21 .1.7 and 4.2.22.1) will create an effect. An issue in diverting flows is
the willingness of the driver to comply.

4.2.21 Navigation and Route Guidance

The purpose of a navigation and route guidance system is to let the traveler know
where he is, where his destination is absolutely and relative to his own position, and
what path should be taken that would provide minimum cost (time is normally the most
important variable); this latter should be realized as a continuous knowledge of what is
the next link to take after the current one. Savings are achieved by reducing the
distance traveled, by balancing the load on the network (especially when incidents
occur), and by providing comfort in knowing you’re not lost. An additional benefit is
knowing your location when an emergency occurs, so that it can be communicated to
those who would provide assistance.

Navigation and route guidance systems are characterized in Section 4.2.21 .l below in
approximately increasing order of functionality. There is a relatively large amount of
literature dealing particularly with dynamic route guidance, however, little or no data
was found on quantifiable benefits for several of the categories below. For this
reason, the benefits are presented in the single Section 4.2.21.2. In particular, the
benefits of dynamic route guidance over static route guidance are difficult to
determine, particularly if the static route is chosen using fairly up-to-date time-of-day-
dependent historical data. As is the case in studies of traffic responsive signalized
network systems (see Section 4.2.15), trials in which an incident occurs are normally
discarded, since it cannot be subjected to repeated trials. Thus, the benefits are
implicitly found only for recurrent congestion. However, it is the case of an incident
where dynamic route guidance would truly show a large gain over static route
guidance. Only analytical (simulation) data was found comparing them for incidents,
and is provided in Section 4.2.21.2.
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4.2.21 .l Navigation and Route Guidance Functions

4.2.21 .l.l Electronic ma&

The simplest electronic aid to a traveler would be a display system that essentially
provide,s  the same information that would be available if the person pulled out a paper
road map, except that the device may provide improved visualization, ease of
scanning, address look-up, enhanced display of selectable features, and graphic
historical data on traffic and road conditions that may be easily updated by say
replacing a CD-ROM. In this simplest system, the vehicle location is not automatically
displayed, although the user may manually insert it (and the destination) to be
highlighted on the map.

4.2.21 .1.2 Static route selection

This is an enhancement of the electronic map system in which the user enters his
origin and destination manually and the system determines the optimal route based on
static, known data. The time of day may also be entered and considered in route
selection, where historical congestion data is applied, as well as any time-dependent
lane restrictions (e.g., reversible lanes). Various features possible include avoidance
of residential streets, preference for scenic routes, etc. The route (or straight-line)
distance to the destination may also be provided.

Selection of a route based on static information could shorten the cost (time and
distance) of a trip, especially for someone traveling in an unfamiliar area. However,
data were generally vague on the quantitative benefits of this somewhat limited
system.

4.2.21 .1.3 &&n svstem

A location system tells the traveler of his location in some fashion. This could be as
simple as a numerical coordinate (latitude and longitude), but to be useful to the user
would probably need to be combined into one of the systems below. This system is
considered “autonomous” in that the location is determined without an external system
explicitly determining and communicating the vehicle’s location. One technique is to
manually input the vehicle’s location at those occasions when it is known, and use
dead reckoning otherwise, possibly with map matching augmentation. However,
superior performance is achieved by trilateration using electronic signals from
terrestrial radio location systems (e.g., Loran-C, Decca),  roadside beacons, or
satellites (e.g., GPS, TRANSIT/NNSS).  Positional information in this context is at a
resolution needed for routing, accurate to say a few tens of meters. However, at some
point there may be a need to couple this with detailed positional information needed
for AVCS functions such as lane holding, although such functions generally only need
relative location data.
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4.2.21.1.4 Directional Aids

Directional aids continuously show the driver the heading and remaining straight-line
distance to his destination. This requires the location system as well as a manually
input coordinate for the destination (or the equivalent). Route information is not
directly provided.

Systems that provide directional aids include DRIVEGUIDE, NAVICOM, CITYPILOT,
and ALI-SCOUT while it is in autonomous mode [OECD88].

4.2.21 .1.5 WV svstems

This is the functional combination of an electronic map with a location system, so that
the map continuously displays the current location of the vehicle. However, route
suggestions are not automatically provided.

Examples of this type of system include ETAK NAVIGATOR and CLASS [OECD88],
TRIPMONITOR and ELECTRO-GYROCATOR [DAVIESSl];  TRAVELPILOT is said to
be “the European version of ETAK” [CATLINGSl].

4.2.21 .1.6 Static Route Guidance

Static route guidance is achieved by combining the location system with the static
route selection function. The destination is manually input and a route is computed.
Since the absolute location and orientation of the vehicle is known, the heading can
be indicated, both to the final destination and to the next link. Also, the location system
operates continuously, so that the driver can always be informed of the distance until
the next turn and the direction needed. The route could be continuously recomputed,
but as long as the driver follows the originally recommended route and maintains the
same final destination, the route should not change since it is based on static
information. A map may or may not be displayed; many researchers feel that a map
provides an information overload, and that all the driver wants is to know about is the
next turn. This system and those described above are all “autonomous“, self-
contained systems.

Examples of systems that provide static route guidance are CARIN, EVA, TRRL
NAVIGATOR [OECD88];  ROUTEN-RECHNER ROESY, and PACE [DAVIESSl].

4.2.21 .1.7 Real-Time Traffic lnformatiu

A critical IVHS action is the provision of real-time information regarding traffic
conditions, road, weather and other environmental conditions, incidents (accidents,
spills, disablements, etc.), roadworks and construction, metered or congestion priced
areas, current lane restrictions, etc. This information may also provide anticipated
conditions as well as general alternate route advice. This may be considered as a
type of incident management action (Section 4.2.20.4). Presumably, this information is
provided by the Traffic Management System or by private service companies due to
the relatively large distances associated, however, one could imagine direct
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inter-vehicle cooperative relay of this information in a very advanced system. The
mechanism could be as simple as the driver listening to the car radio, and using the
information to dynamically (but manually) select the best route. Real-time traffic
information may be implemented combined with a beacon system that also aids in
location determination.

Systems that provide real-time traffic information include PATHFINDER, AMTICS,  and
CARMINAT  [OECD88],  as well as Trafficmaster [CATLINGSl].

4.2.21 .1.8 Dynamic Route Guim

The most advanced automated navigation system considered here is dynamic route
guidance, in which real-time information on current road and traffic conditions is used
to continuously determine the optimal route for the driver to take. The driver need only
manually input the final destination, and the system will continuously recommend
when to turn and where. These are also known as “externally linked” route guidance
systems.
There are two main categories of dynamic route guidance systems: those that are
based on one-way communications from the infrastructure to the vehicle, and those
that provide two-way communications. If the route is computed on board the vehicle
(such as is planned for the Japanese VICS [KAWASHIMASl]),  and if the necessary
information is provided (viz. 4.2.21 .1.7), then dynamic route selection may be
performed using only one-way communications. (Note that position location is needed
to filter the relevant data.) However, substantially more functionality is possible with
two-way communications. With one-way communications, each traveler only knows
his own destination, although all driver behavior is restricted by rules of the road so
that each individual can guess reasonably well about the local destination targets of
those other drivers in his immediate vicinity. Computed routes are limited by the
information available. The infrastructure does not know anyone’s destination, but can
make estimates based on sensor and historical data.

If two-way communications is used, then individual drivers can inform the Traffic
Management System (TMS) of their trip intentions (time and O-D), and request
information on routing. The drivers also act as “probes” by providing link travel times
and other data to the TMS. Since the TMS knows this information, it can derive
superior routes. Custom detours can be determined for individuals. Furthermore, it is
much simpler to divert a proportion of the flow around an incident; with one-way
communications of an incident, the number that divert is a function of the market
penetration level, which is not controllable for a given incident. An associated issue is
whether the routes are optimized for the particular user or for the overall system;
numerous authors have performed mathematical analysis of this but will not be
discussed further here. Another issue is whether the route guidance algorithms are
anticipatory (see, e.g., [CHENSl]).

Another possible advantage of two-way communications is the ability to off-load the
route computation to the infrastructure, thereby saving hardware and cost for the
vehicle (this is used in ALI-SCOUT).  Alternatively, a distributed approach could be
used, in which the infrastructure may serve as a relay for intervehicle communications.
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Distributed schemes offer advantages of reduced communications, parallel
processing, and system fault tolerance.

Example systems that provide dynamic route guidance are CACS/RACS/AMTICS
[DAVIESSl],  ALI-SCOUT/LISB/EURO-SCOUT,  AUTOGUIDE [OECD88],  as well as
ULIISSE [CATLING88];  the Netherlands Wegwijs system is an implementation of an
ALI-SCOUT system [CATLING88],  [KLIJNHOUTSl].  TravTek was scheduled to begin
operations in January 1992 [RILLINGSSl]. 0ther”U.S. systems are ADVANCE and
FAST-TRAC [IVHSAMERICA92].  The TravELGuide  system being developed in
Ontario will provide dynamic route advice but does not include on-board navigation; “it
relies on the driver to act as the navigator, thus resulting in significant cost savings”
[HETISl].

4.2.21.2 Benefits of Navigation and Route Guidance

According to [KING871 (referenced in [MOBILITYSO]), a 1985 estimate of
approximately 6% of all driving in the U.S. is due to incorrect choice of route. The
paper [FRENCHSO] reports that “6.9 percent of all distance traveled by non-
commercial vehicles and 12.2 percent of the time spent is wasted due to poor
navigation and route following skills”. Also reported is “a recent French evaluation”
that “estimated that three percent of the accidents would have been avoided by use of
a navigation aid.” However, [FRENCHSO] also discusses the potential for an increase
in accidents due to poor human/machine interface design and the additional mental
workload imposed on the driver.

[RUSSAM86] states “the average inefficiency incurred by drivers choice of route is
about 6 per cent . . although about one-third of this waste was incurred on journeys for
scenic or other reasons which would be unlikely to benefit from improved guidance.”
Also, “this average inefficiency was made up by most drivers making a few relatively
large errors.” [RUSSAM86] also reports that “Despite their knowledge a further 2 per
cent of vehicle mileage is wasted on the road network which is familiar to drivers.”

An often-quoted reference is [JEFFERY81], which presents survey data collected in
Gloucestershire, Great Britain, from which potential benefits of static route guidance
may be derived. The data considers many characteristics, including whether the trips
involved an unfamiliar journey, journey purpose (commuting, leisure, business, or
commercial vehicle (CV)), and the reason for the choice of route (least time or least
distance). It was found that “About 2.2 per cent of all driver journey costs . . . incurred
by drivers who seek but fail to find an optimum route for unfamiliar journeys longer
than 5 km could in principle be avoided.” In addition, “Leisure trips . . . account for
around 30 per cent, and commuter trips for less than 10 per cent, of the avoidable
costs. The remainder is roughly equally shared between business and CV trips.” It
was also found that an avoidable wastage of about 20% occurs when a car takes a trip
on an unfamiliar journey, and 25% for commercial vehicles; in both cases such trips
are taken about once per week per vehicle. [JEFFERY81] also noted that “the
wastage is split in the ratio of 2 to 1 between en-route and terminal search phases of a
journey”.
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[SMITH891  determined that the real-time route guidance of AUTOGUIDE could
achieve travel time savings of 6% for equipped drivers, and unguided vehicles could
realize travel time savings of 2 or 3%. An experiment involving “actual driving of
vehicles” that provided dynamic route guidance was conducted in London, and the
“results indicated that AUTOGUIDE should, on average, reduce the time a driver
spends on a main road journey by between 9% and 11%” [BEN-AKIVA911.  The 10%
time savings benefit using AUTOGUIDE is also claimed in [OECD88]; regarding
safety, it “should have a beneficial effect wtiich, as yet, cannot be quantified.”

[TSUJl85]  reports that the RACS project in Tokyo shows that travel time savings of 9 to
14% can be realized by dynamic route guidance in urban conditions. [VANVURENSO]
states that “some 6% of total mileage in London is unnecessary”, and that estimates for
Tokyo were “possible savings of 6% in total travel time, and a 5% reduction in fuel
consumption.”

Route guidance was studied using the INTEGRATION simulation model in
[VANAERDESO]. Unequipped drivers were assumed to route themselves using only
free-flow travel times, while equipped drivers had access to real-time travel time data
on all links and could re-select their routes accordingly. Simulations showed a 4%
reduction in overall trip-time if 100% (versus 0%) were equipped. Also, if “signal
timings were re-timed in real-time to accommodate the re-routing, travel times reduced
by a total of 9%.”

Additional simulations were considered in [VANAERDESO] for non-recurring incident
scenarios. “For freeway incident durations of 10, 20 and 30 minutes, the benefits of
dynamic route guidance were estimated to be 11, 24, and 21%, respectively, if traffic
signals were not re-timed, and 18, 32 and 33%, if signal timing were re-timed in a real-
time fashion.”

Another characteristic of interest in studying route guidance systems is the percentage
of equipped users (“market penetration”). Simulations described in [VANAERDESO]
found that “while the majority of the benefits of route guidance (about 80%) could be
achieved by equipping [sic] only 20% of the vehicle fleet during non-incident
conditions, it was found that much larger percentages of the vehicle fleet had to be
equipped [sic] to achieve the same level of benefit for incident conditions.” The aspect
of market penetration has been treated by numerous other researchers, particularly
concerned with user-optimal versus system-optimal route selection. (In
[VANAERDESO], the traffic assignment is in “continuous dynamic equilibrium.“)

The theoretical study of [AL-DEEKSO]  estimates a typical travel time savings of 3-3%
from the use of en-route vehicle guidance. The related study of [KANAFANISO] used
mathematical models of corridors, and stated “It is interesting to note that the levels of
benefits, in the range of 2-4% are lower than earlier assessments. Earlier results
suggest that gains of the order of 8-10% in vehicle-miles of travel can be saved by
improving the routing of motorists. While it may be possible to save that much in miles
of travel, the savings in time are likely to be much lower. The difference is probably
due to congestion effects, which will occur even under optimal assignment conditions.
Minimum path routing, which is achievable with autonomous navigators on
automobiles might save 8-10% of miles traveled. But such savings can be
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meaningless under conditions of congestion.” They also found a strong dependence
of benefits on the city street speed: “savings from 3% to 9% depending on trip density
can be achieved when the average speed on the street network is 10 mph. These
savings drop to 1.5%-3.5% with a speed of 25 mph and virtually disappear at a speed
of 40 mph.” Also, it is pointed out in [KANAFANISO] that “route guidance in congested
freeway corridor will result in diverting traffic off the freeway and onto local city streets”
and that this will raise issues “perhaps more important than savings in total travel time.
These include the noise and air quality impacts on affected neighborhoods, and the
potential disruption of local mobility due to the diversion of large flows of through traffic
onto local streets. . . . Thus, while certainly part of the overall picture, time savings
alone are not going to tell us whether route guidance is worthwhile or not.”

The study of [AL-DEEK88] was based on “a real life freeway corridor,” namely the
Santa Monica freeway corridor in Los Angeles, which was simulated using the FREQ8
and TRANSYT-7F models. Traffic counts for a “typical day” were provided by
CALTRANS and LADOT. A notable feature of the study was the consideration of the
effects of route guidance under nonrecurring incidents. While the travel time savings
were found to be “generally negligible” under recurring, non-incident congestion,
travel time savings were significant under the non-recurring incident case, with a
maximum savings of 10 minutes for a 30 minute trip.

The paper [HALATISl] investigates the effectiveness of navigation systems in
alleviating non-recurring congestion. Several levels of functionality are considered,
using the CORFLO simulation model for the analysis. Varied parameters included
diversion proportions, driver compliance, and market penetration. The descriptive
navigation systems (static and dynamic map systems) appeared to worsen the
situation, while prescriptive systems (route guidance and advanced route guidance)
improved traffic performance, the degree depending on the market penetration level.

[SPARMANN describes the LISB Berlin field trial involving approximately 650
persons. “On the benefit side, travel time gains and increased safety predominate.”
The subjects were queried on if they used the recommended routes (13% frequently,
56% at least occasionally).

The issue of liability exists throughout all aspects of automated systems, including
navigation and route guidance systems. As stated in [JOHNSTONSO], “Apparently,
route-guidance systems in the U.S. are already being limited to just presenting maps
and not advising on best routes for fear that lawsuits could result from incorrect route
descriptions that contribute to accidents.”

Safety is an important concern in terms of how the driver behaves while attempting to
use the navigation device. A study by [WALKER911 involved a number of test subjects
placed in simulated conditions. Older drivers were found to be less safe, and complex
visual devices reduced safety. Complexity caused drivers to drive slower.

[TURNQUIST91] describes the use of dynamic rerouting in the context of transport of
hazardous materials, so as to minimize the risk of population exposure.
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Observations. A great deal of research has been directed at this action. As stated in
[AL-DEEKSl], “the benefits of route guidance are marginal under conditions of
recurring congestion.” Clearly, the benefits of navigation and route guidance in the
absence of non-recurring congestion are primarily limited to those drivers that are
engaged in trips in unfamiliar areas or to unfamiliar destinations. Thus, this has a
particular synergy with the action of providing improved, rapid response by emergency
vehicles (Sections 4.2.20.3 and 4.2.20.4) as well as with aiding ridesharing and
paratransit services (Section 4.2.22.2.3); commercial vehicles also benefit. The
benefits of dynamic route guidance in the presence of non-recurring incidents can be
significant; journey time savings as high as 33% were quoted. However, such savings
can only occur if there exists underutilized resources that traffic may be diverted to,
and such a diversion must generate acceptable negative impacts on the affected
roads.

4.2.22 Strategic Functions that Decrease Demand and Reshape Usage

Lindley [LINDLEY89] has determined that if urban freeway travel grows 2.1% per year,
a 450% increase in delay will result by 2005. (Additional statistics are given in
[IVHSAMERICA92].)  The exponential nature of congestion indicates that large
benefits can result from managing demand.

Functions 4.2.22.1 and 4.2.22.2 involve provision of information to the traveler, which
could be distinguished in terms of its timeliness. For example, the location of a motel
is static, the current cost of lodging is perhaps seasonal, and the existence of a
vacancy may change quickly. Another aspect is that trip planning coupled with real-
time information may occur at home, in the office, at kiosks, or on a portable computer
(“remote access”).

4.2.22.1 The Decision to Make a Trip

4.2.22.1 .l Whether and when to make a trio

Information provided to the potential traveler regarding the likely impedances he will
face can affect the time that the trip is initiated, and may even cause to trip to be
canceled because it is costlier than was anticipated. It may also influence the choice
of mode used (see 4.2.22.2.1). Coupled with IVHS technologies that reduce not only
mean trip delays but trip delay variance, improved estimates of destination arrival
times will improve scheduling/trip retiming for greater efficiency.

The study of [MAHMASSANl88],  in which actual commuters interacted with a simulated
commuting system, is described in [COMMEIGNESSl]  as finding that “Travel times of
people having full information was then 19% shorter than travel times of people having
limited information.” The information provided influenced both the chosen travel time
and route.

4.2.22.1.2 Destination choice

Provision and exchange of information can better ensure that the traveler makes a trip
that is useful, so that useless trips are prevented. It also can reduce the need to
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search for a destination by driving, say from store to store, looking for a particular item
(not to be confused with navigation). Trip planning would account for timing and
sequencing arrivals at locations for their own utility as well as optimal path routing.
ATIS systems are envisioned to provide parking information and reservations, service
station locations, business directories, hospital locations, lodging information and
reservations, restaurant hours, recreational attractions, tourist related information, and
other services.’ The information may be provided pre-trip or en route.

4.2.22.2 Mode choice

4.2.22.2.1 i r i

Actions in this category include providing transit schedule information (static and real-
time schedule adherence), fare information, multi-modal trip planning analysis based
on real-time transit and traffic data, and ticket purchase and seat reservation.
Changeable message signs at transit access points could provide actual expected
arrival times, with additional services provided by interactive kiosks. Guidance
provided on-board the transit vehicle during a trip would include predicted arrival
times, where and when to disembark (current and next stop), and what (possibly
intermodal) connection to make. Upon embarkation of a large transit vehicle,
information on where to sit could be provided (e.g., a display of where empty seats are
located).

Provision of yellow pages services (Section 4.2.22.1-2)  would be useful, as would be
itinerary generation services that account for mode preferences (e.g., least walking).

4.2.22.2.2 &lore efficient oublic tru.

By developing a “smart transit” system that is more cost-effective, more reliable and
accessible, and that provides faster transport, the public will be more likely to use it.
Advanced Public Transit Systems (APTS) promise exactly this. APTS typically
includes the dissemination of information of 4.2.22.2.1 above. APTS incorporates the
benefits of fleet management and control specific to public transit systems, including
on-board computers for collection of driver and vehicle data, and the use of automatic
vehicle location systems. APTS also strives to achieve efficient interchange between
automobile and other modes.

Electronic fare transactions (via smart cards) can potentially provide numerous
benefits, including elimination of the inconvenience of payment delay and the need for
exact change (“bus passengers suffer their greatest inconvenience at the fare paying
stage” [DAVIESSO]), the capability of third party billing (e.g., social services), easy
review and update of accounts, area-wide integrated fares, and increased security due
to cashless payments. (Security is also enhanced by improved silent alarm/panic
button and other emergency communications.) Electronic fares may also permit
collection of passenger information which will enhance trip databases used to
determine transit scheduling.
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Techniques may be applied that give preferential treatment to public transit vehicles by
dynamically adjusting signal light timings. The UTOPIA system as described in
[MAUR089] provides “absolute and selective priority” to public transit vehicles
(streetcars), making use of public transport detectors capable of recognizing a “service
Ii ne code.” Signal light timings were appropriately modified in real time. Field trials
were made with data gathered directly on-board the public vehicles. The results found
were an increase of 19.9% in speed (from 1525km/h to 18.29km/h). [DAVIES911
describes a bus priority implementation in Glasgow that resulted in increases in bus
speeds of 9%, 8%, and 7% during the morning peak, off peak, and evening peak
periods respectively, with an overall reduction of 16% in time delayed at signals.

The paper [BISHOP881 provides data on the signal delay savings achieved for transit
vehicles using transit based preemption in Toronto. Savings in delay are not the only
issue; in [GORDON781 a signal timing method is described that reduces the bunching
of buses. An analytic procedure for signal preemption is given in [KHASNABISSl  b];
an operational analysis is provided in [KHASNABISSla].

4.2.22.2.3 Ridesharina and Paratransit Services.

An important IVHS function is to assist the traveler in rideshare participant selection
and location, and to make para-transit services with personalized passenger pickup
more efficient. Assistance in trip planning and route guidance is particularly important
for rideshare or van pooling operations due to the frequent need to locate riders in
unfamiliar areas or at parking lot collection points. By easing this process, and
increasing the flexibility to change arrangements on short notice, single trip sharing
will be more accessible. Demand responsive transit will use automated dispatch
functions to send the appropriately sized vehicle. As in the case for public transit
vehicles, IVHS actions can provide preferential treatment for all HOVs: lane access,
intersection access, lower tolls, priority or reserved parking, etc.

4.2.22.3 Selective Road Pricing

The benefits of road or congestion pricing can be very substantial. For example, in
[PARTINGTON88],  it is reported that in Singapore it resulted in a 73% reduction in
cars entering the zone between 7:30-l 0:15 A.M., and carpooling increased 60%
during restricted hours, with a net result of 44% less total traffic and 22% higher
speeds during the restricted periods. There are many pros and cons to the idea of
road pricing (see, e.g., [ELSE86], [EDELSTEINSl],  [POLAKSO]), and treatment of this
subject is beyond the scope of this work. We are concerned here with the application
of IVHS technologies that would make road pricing more amenable. This has to do
with techniques that would enhance direct pricing methods (indirect pricing methods
include vehicle or area licenses, purchase taxes, fuel or tire taxes, and parking taxes),
and would directly reflect the use of congested roads. Either in-vehicle meters or toll
gate approaches are possible; in our search only toll systems were considered for
IVHS, typically involving the use of Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI).

Electronic road pricing has been experimented with in Hong Kong [BORINS88]. This
experiment demonstrated that the technology is feasible, but strong opposition from
the public was voiced as an invasion of privacy and a tax increase.
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[VANWIJKSO]  and [HEITKAMPSO]  describe technologies related to the “Rekening
Rijden” (travel accounting) road pricing project in the Netherlands. This system has
the significant requirement for anonymous charging [CATLINGSl]; a smart card is
used for electronic debiting (with two-way communications).

Automated toll collection is a particularly important IVHS function that will ease the
introduction of road pricing. The time savings and toll plaza capacity gains are
analyzed in [DAVIESSO] using a model based on the Dulles Toll Road. Delays are
reduced based on comparing the need to decelerate, stop and pay the toll, and
accelerate away (conventional case) versus driving through at an assumed 30 mph
without stopping (although decelerating from 50 mph and accelerating back is
required). Time savings for each individual toll payment were found to be 18 seconds
and 24 seconds for the cases considered in [DAVIESSO]. During peak hours, due to
the queuing process, savings up 3 minutes per user were computed for an example
case. Time savings would also accrue to non-equipped vehicles due to the increase
in toll plaza capacity; [DAVIESSO] indicates that capacity gains of up to 300% may be
realized.

[MIERZEJEWSKISl]  describes a study of IVHS techniques that will facilitate toll lanes
on Florida’s turnpikes. Data are given for the reduction in the number of toll plaza
lanes achievable as a function of the proportion of AVI equipped vehicles.

[PAN911 discusses IVHS technologies in China that are directed at preventing toll
fraud (there is no concern for congestion in this application).

It should be noted that revenue collection technologies need not be limited to toll
roads; parking lot operation is another [HAUSLEN77].

Observations. IVHS functions, particularly relating to automated toll collection, may
substantially ease the introduction of congestion-based road pricing. For example, toll
plaza capacities were reported to be increased by up to 300%. Also, AVI and
electronic payment technologies will provide much greater flexibility in allocating tolls
that are fair and publicly acceptable. Road pricing has the perception of inhibiting
mobility by apparently increasing its cost, however, it is far more preferable than
paying with the lost human time, wasted fuel, and pollution resulting from clogged
roadways.

4.2.22.4 Access Control to Reduce Demand

One purpose of access control, such as through metering techniques, is to create
additional delays for the driver that are so unpleasant that he will not use the
resource. The driver’s alternatives may be to use another transport mode that is not
so delayed, to avoid driving through that area by routing around it (if possible), or to
forego the trip altogether. This is in effect a pricing technique, except that the user
pays with his time rather than directly with dollars. This is apparently more acceptable
to the public than direct road pricing in many cases, although it has several
disbenefits, including generation of emissions and wastage of fuel as drivers wait in
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queues, as well as distributional equity issues (e.g., is everyone’s time worth the
same; are the queuing delays allocated fairly?).

This function is referred to as “Demand Storage” or “External Metering” in [FHWA92].
This “has been used with and without success in Great Britain, France, and Germany”
[FHWA92].

Observations. The need for this action may be avoided through the proper
development of road pricing (Section 4.2.22.3) that incorporates IVHS technologies
which enable sophisticated appropriation of taxation (e.g., graded by income level)
determined by publicly elected officials, as well as simple and delay-free payment.

4.2.23 Transportation System Maintenance and Planning

The increased information available to transportation system operators regarding user
needs and intentions will enable better detection of maintenance requirements,
improved scheduling of maintenance operations and dissemination of roadwork
project activities to travelers, and improved planning for construction of new facilities.

Improved estimates of transportation characteristics will obviously go beyond the
category indicated here. For example, such information could influence individual
choices of residential and job locations. Urban planning is also impacted.

4.3 SAFETY STUDY

Safety is one of the primary goals of the IVHS. This section of the report provides a
framework for the evaluation of potential safety benefits that IVHS can provide.

The approach chosen was to focus on several accident scenarios as the basis of the
assessment rather than the goals and actions. Each scenario addresses the actual
data used and the potential benefits that could result. Due to the limited nature of this
study, the improvement factors used have been estimated based on judgment,
however, an analysis structure has been developed which would allow future
evaluations. A parametric model has been developed within DEMOS to assist in
these future evaluations.

4.3.1 General Comments

Several IVHS functions might contribute significantly to the reduction of accidents.
Primary contributors include the longitudinal and lateral control systems of
Sections 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2, as well as several actions listed in Section 4.2.1 (e.g.,
ABS, driver vigilance, roadway traction monitors, rollover warning). We assume in the
analyses below that the IVHS maturity corresponds to 2000-2010.

The analysis that follows compares the safety (as measured in accident frequency and
severity) of today’s conventional vehicles to the case where all vehicles are equipped
with the relevant IVHS functions. IVHS will not simply eliminate all accidents; vehicles
and drivers may be placed in situations where the physics of motion does not allow
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time and distance combinations that could prevent accidents even with IVHS
assistance. However, a review of current accident data lends itself to reasonable
estimation of the potential safety effectiveness of IVHS functions.

4.3.2 Measures of Effectiveness

Each accident is categorized by the following levels of severity:

l (Unreported or) insignificant damage (“Eliminated”)
l Property Damage Only
l Minor / Moderate
l Severe / Fatal

For each accident type, we will estimate the effect of applying IVHS in terms of the
redistribution of the number of accidents into the above categories.

4.3.3 The DEMOS Model

A model has been developed using the DEMOS software tool that enables sensitivity
analyses of IVHS safety benefits. This model incorporates the accident data presented
below as well as our projected redistributions of accident severity upon introduction of
IVHS functions. The MOEs reflected in the various tables below were computed using
the DEMOS model, and are meant to be representative of possible improvements
based on our preliminary judgments of the effectiveness of the suite of IVHS functions.
However, alteration of the assumptions for IVHS effectiveness are easily made in the
model provided, and corresponding MOEs are then computed interactively. Refer to
Appendix C for more details.

4.3.4 Highway Traffic Safety Data

Numerous sources of highway traffic safety data were examined as background for
this study. The data that were found to be of relevance to IVHS safety assessment is
interlaced with other general facts and figures. Many of the nationwide sources use
sampling techniques and statistical analyses to arrive at the numerical figures
provided. As such, there are margins of uncertainty or variability in the figures from a
number of sources. The numerical data varies depending on: the source, the area of
the country (versus the whole country), the collection techniques, assumptions of the
police reports, the categorizations made by the data analyst, data excluded
intentionally, and many other factors.

Figure 4-6 shows some of the facts that are most applicable to this IVHS safety
evaluation. The majority of this data comes from the U.S. DOT National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration publication of the 1990 General Estimates System (GES)
and the Fatal Accident Reporting System 1990 (FARS).
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General In 1990, there were 6.4 million accidents re
1 accident every 5 seconds or every 332,08

or-ted, this amounts to about
0 miles.

3.4 million were injured or killed in 2,207,OOO  accidents.

When 30% happen between 2:00 pm and 6:00 pm.
24% of accidents between 10:00 pm and 6:00 am are alcohol related.
81% happen in normal daylight (no rain, snow, fog, etc.
- Accidents happen most frequently in December and bctober
- As age goes up a higher percent of females are injured/killed
- The highest number of severe or fatal accidents occur in May and June
- Accidents happen most frequently on Friday
- The highest number of severe or fatal accidents occur on Saturday

Where 76% happen in Urban areas
74% were on level roadways
73% of the time roads were dry
68.7% of all crashes were on straight and level roadways
44% at intersections (44% non-intersection 12% other)
40% of intersection accidents occur at traffic signals

Types of Accidents 55% angled (side or corners), 35% rear-end
67% hit other vehicles in transport (all other objects c 7%)
59% of single vehicle crashes were proceeding straight immediately prior
to impact
yiFacqf  all vehicles crashes were proceeding straight immediately prior to

93% did NOT involve alcohol

Severity of accident: 6% severe or fatal injury
28% minor to moderate injury
66% of police reported crashes were property damage only

Vehicle speeds at
time of accident

3$?,excurred at speeds of 30 m.p.h. - 35 m.p.h. (2% at 60 m.p.h. or

33% of fatal accidents were at 50 - 55 m.p.h.
73% of all vehicles involved in accidents were passenger vehicles
69% of accidents injured the driver
91% of accidents injured front seat occupants

Figure 4-6.1990 Traffic Accident Statistics Data

It is stated that “regardless of the number of vehicles involved in a crash, the majority
were proceeding straight immediately prior to the crash in 1990.” [p.GO,GES]  The table
shows 53% were going straight just prior to the crash.

At the IVHS America Second Annual Meeting, Mr. Paul Green presented a summary of
the Indiana Tri-level Data that follows:
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Causes of Accidents % of Total Accidents
Improper Look-out 21%
Speed 16%
Inattention 14%
Improper Evasive Action 12%
View Obstructed ” 11%
Alcohol related 9%
other/unknown 17%

Figure 4-7. Accident Causes

We assume that IVHS functions could eliminate a very large proportion of the
“improper lookout” and “inattention” accident types, and could reduce some accidents
in the other categories listed in Figure 4-7 as well.

4.3.5 Observations

Through interviews with personnel in the insurance and safety communities, and
examined statistical data shown in Figure 4-6, the following observations were made:

l most drivers involved in accidents are not impaired by alcohol, visibility or other
problems (including darkness and weather)

l many accidents could be avoided (or reduce severity) through simple, timely
brake activation

l a small percent of the drivers are involved in a large percent of the accidents
(insurance data shows many repeated accident involvement)

The probable causes for these accidents are:

l distractions
internal: kids, getting tapes, changing channels, picking up things that

dropped, makeup, etc.
external: accidents, emergency responses, construction, other drivers,

pedestrians, looking for addresses, etc.
l improper look out (I didn’t see . ..)
l other types of inattention (boredom)
l poor driving habits (over-driving conditions, impatience)

Some accidents with high energy content can not be avoided even with the most
reliable, fast acting system. There are situations where the vehicles involved are
traveling at such high speeds and closing rates that it is physically impossible to avoid
some impacts. However, if IVHS reduces the “driver reaction time”, then it can also
potentially reduce the impact velocity and thus the severity of the accident.
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Some key statistics may be emphasized as follows:

74% of all accidents were on level roadways (Includes curves)
68.7% of all crashes were on straight and level roadways
67%
53%

hit other vehicles in transport (all other objects c 7%)
of all vehicles crashes were proceeding straight immediately prior to
impact

4.3.6 Accident Types

There are a very wide variety of accident types; here we treat only two-vehicle
accidents. Four types of two vehicle accidents will be studied: angle collisions, rear
end collisions, head on collisions, and side swipe collisions. Figure 4-8 represents
1990 data on two vehicle accidents. The percentage of each type and degree of
severity of accidents is represented in: (1) the percentage within that type, and (2)
percentage relative to the total number of accidents. For example, two vehicle angle
collisions account for 68.2% of the accidents involving only property damage, and also
account for 37.4% of all accidents.

Accident Property Damage Minor/Moderate Severe / Fatal Total
Type Only

Number % (total) Number % (total) Number % (total) Number %
Angle 1,622,OOO 68.2 (37.4) 628,000 26.4 (14.5) 128,000 5.4 (3.0) 2,378,OOC 54.8
Rear End 998,000 65.4 (23) 477,000 31.3 (11) 50,000 3.3 (1.2) 1,525,OOC 35.1
Head On 35,000 41.7 (0.8) 32,000 38.1 (0.7) 17,000 20.2 (0.4) 84,000 1.9
Side swipe307,OOO  86.7 (7.1) 41,000 11.6 (0.9) 6,000 1.7 (0.1) 354,000 8.2

2,962,OOO 68.3 1,178,OOC 27.1 201,000 4.6 4,341,ooc 100

Figure 4-8.1990 Two Vehicle Accident Data

4.3.6.1 Angle Collisions

Definition. An angle collision is defined as “a collision of the front of one vehicle with
the side or corner of another vehicle”. These type involvements would normally occur
at “+‘* or “T” intersections, or driveways, but due to the definition this type of accident
could also occur at freeway merge points. This accident type could also be the result
of a near rear-end accident where one of the vehicles changed lanes or crossed at an
“angle” rather than straight front-to-rear contact. This accounts for angle accidents
being higher than rear-end accidents in this data base.

Benefit Analysis . It would take a much more fine-grain breakdown of this class of
accident to have a basis for estimating how many would be eliminated or reduced in
severity by a specific IVHS functionality say, automatic barking or lane holding. For
example, avoidance of acute angle accidents at intersections can occur if the smart
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road - seeing both ways - is able to control the smart car. But at unequipped
intersections, or at some freeway merge points, avoidance requires wide angle
coverage of an on-vehicle sensor system - and a clear view. We anticipate the former
of these developments - the ATMS-AVCS integration - at many, but not all
intersections within our time horizon, but wide angle sensor coverage is dependent on
developments that are problematic in our time horizon.

Nevertheless, IVHS does represent a potential for significant improvement. In the light
of the above, the estimates made here of those potential impacts are almost arbitrary,
and serve only to give a sense of the possibilities. But they also illustrate a simple
methodology to estimate net effects that might be useful as more analysis sharpens
estimates.

The approach is illustrated in Figure 4-9. Here we assume that 50% of the
“severe/fatal” accidents will remain “severe/fatal” while 30% become
“minor/moderate”, 10% become “property damage only”, and the remaining 10% are
eliminated. Redistributions for the other categories are indicated. The resulting
number of accidents after the implementation of IVHS is, presented for each category
in the row entitled “New Total”. If these purely judgmental estimates are even close to
reasonable, there exists a potential to eliminate some 1.9 million accidents from the
current 2.4 million. This is dependent, however, to a large degre on the realization of
an integrated AVCS-ATMS.

It is emphasized that the chosen redistributions of accident severity from IVHS
employment are meant to be representative of potential improvements. The DEMOS
model allows other values to be chosen easily, enabling such characteristics as better
estimates from more recent and thorough surveys, specialization to specific
geographic areas, selection of a different IVHS time frame that reflects different
technological maturity, etc.

Current Total

From Severe
From Min. / Mod.

From PDO

New Total

% Improvement

ELIMINATED

10%

80%

85%

1,893,900

PROPERTY MINOR TO

DAMAGE ONLY MODERATE

PO)

1,622,OOO 628,000

10% 30%

10% 10%

15%

,:‘”

128,000 2,378,OOO

50%

Figure 4-9. 1990 angle collision accident data
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4.3.6.2 Rear-End Collisions
. . .

Peflnltw. A rear-end collision is defined as “A collision of the front of one vehicle
with the rear of another.” The categorization of rear-end impacts assumes that the two
vehicles be nearly in line such that the rear car is the striking vehicle. As discussed in
Section 4.3.6.1 .l above for angle collisions, there may be circumstances where an
“angle collision” might have been considered as a rear-end collision, but because of a
slightly larger angle at impact the statistic was grouped into the angle collision
category. For the purposes of this study, we will use the data presented in Figure 4-8,
and the MOE improvements will be reflected by accident scenario accordingly.

Benefit Analysis. Here sensors that measure distance to and rate of closure on the
lead vehicle, and apply brakes with quick reaction, should substantially reduce this
class of accident. But without quantitative analysis of a very wide range of
circumstances, our estimates are only a rough indication of possibilities. Using the
same schema as with angle accidents, Figure 4-10 presents a starting-point picture of
potential improvement. Using these estimates, the total number of accidents are
reduced from 1.5 million to 300 thousand.

Current Total

From Severe

From Min. / Mod.

From PDO

New Total

% Improvement

ELIMINATED PROPERTY

DAMAGE ONLY

WO)

998,000

I
40% 10%

60% 20%

90% 10%

1,204,400 200,200

79.9%

Figure 4-10. 1990 Rear

MINOR TO SEVERE TO

MODERATE FATAL

100,400
I

20,000

79.0% 1 60.0%

ind Collision Data

TOTAL

1,525,OOO

320,600

79%

4.3.6.3 Head-On Collisions

Definition. A head-on collision is defined as “A collision of the front of one vehicle with
the front of another.”

Benefit Analysis. Figure 4-l 1 shows the estimated improvements for head-on
collisions. The anticipated redistribution of severity reflects a combination of lane-
holding systems, forward-looking longitudinal collision warning and avoidance, and
driver vigilance systems.
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ELIMINATED PROPERTY

/ DAMAGE ONLY 1 MODERATE 1 FATAL 1

Current Total

From Severe

From Min. / Mod.

From PDO

New Total

% Improvement

10%

70%
95%

57,350 6,650 I 11,500 I 8,500 I 26,650

81 .O% 64.1% 50.0% 168.3%

MINOR TO SEVERE TO TOTAL

Figure 4-11. 1990 Head-On Collision Data

4.3.6.4 Sideswipe Collisions

Definition. A sideswipe collision is defined as “A collision of two vehicles in which the
sides of both vehicles sustain minimal engagements.”

Benefit Analysis. Lane holding is the primary IVHS function involved here. The
estimated improvements are again arbitrary, largely because we do not know the
percentage of current accidents that occur on roads where lane holding will be
available in the future. Due to the nature of sideswipe accidents, vehicles are normally
moving at relatively slow speeds relative to each other. As a result, IVHS functions are
expected to be effective in reducing the frequency and severity of sideswipe accidents;
this is reflected in the distributions shown in Figure 4-12. The estimated MOE
improvements are also presented.
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ELIMINATED PROPERTY MINOR TO SEVERE TO TOTAL

DAMAGE ONLY MODERATE FATAL

(PW

Current Total 307,000 41000 6000 354,000

From Severe 10% 10% 30% 50%
From Min. / Mod 70% 10% 20%
From PDO 90% 10%

New Total 305,600 35,400 10,000 3,000 48,400

% Improvement 88.5% 75.6% 50.0% 86.3%

Figure 4-12.1990 Sideswipe Collision Data
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY OF ANALYSES

5.1 Payoff Assessment

The work toward assessing benefits of the various functions has fallen into two
categories:

First, an analytical sensitivity study was performed to estimate the benefits of those
functions associated with modifying the speed-density-flow curves through the
application of vehicle automation. Some analysis was also carried out to assess
intersection throughput when signalization is coordinated with automated vehicles. A
new computer tool called DEMOS was used in these analyses.

DEMOS was also used to represent all of the goal-action trees, the safety analysis,
and the trades involved in queue clearing at intersections. DEMOS is described in
Appendix C.

Second, an extensive literature search was carried out to gather the results of studies
of benefits performed elsewhere. That search and the results therefrom are described
in Chapter 4. In general, it was found that there is limited information available that fit
the functional structure generated by this study. But the numbers of these various
studies do let one categorize many of the functions by broad ranges.

51.1 Estimated Payoffs of Functions by Goal and Scenario

Drawing on both of the above sources, along with the intuition and judgment of the
study team, we have made a tentative assessment of all of the functions identified. All
of the third tier - and in some cases, fourth tier - candidate IVHS functions identified in
the nine goal-scenario combinations analyzed are treated.

The payoffs are expressed in broad ranges, and serve only to roughly convey a sense
of importance that may be helpful in focusing more intensive investigation. It should
be noted that for many functions the payoff is highly site specific, so these estimates
should not be considered as universally applicable.

Congestion, as characterized by average speed, is a highly nonlinear function of the
capacity of a given facility and the instantaneous level of usage of the facility -the
density of vehicles on the facility. Predicting the latter with any precision is beyond our
capability. Where we know the impacts are capacity impacts, we treat them as such.

These assessments are shown in Figures 5-1 through 5-6. The size of the lettering is
used to depict potential benefit; the code is shown at the top of each figure. In some
cases two sizes of letters are shown, for example CAPACITY or CAPACITY; this is
intended to show the range of our uncertainty.
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xxxx xxxx xxxx x x x x
G A I N  I N  EFFECllVE C A P A C I T Y UNDER 10 X 1040 x so-100 % O V E R  1 0 0  X

D E C R E A S E  I N  N U M  O F  A C C I D E N T S U N D E R  6 X s - 2 0  x 20-60  =A OVER SO 36

D E C R E A S E  I N  EMISSIONS.ENERGY U N D E R  6 K s - 2 0  K 20-60  x OVER SO %

r CONTRIBUTIONS ’ ) GOALS
FNEEWAY DOWNTOWN ARTEMAL

I

CAPACITY I
.,

SAFETY I

cAPAcrrv (?),
SAFETY,

EYISSIONS NA
Fewer stcqm  due  to lams)

CAPACITY
(Blg g&n*  only atter

Il.-h to TI.“k
Bystrm  - the Snwl Road)

SAFETY

NA

THE SAFEGAP  IS
AuroBrAncALLY CONTROLLED

IN BOTH THE GAP CONTROL
AND PLATOONING

SYSTEMS

AUTOYATlNG
GAP CONTROL ELIMINATES

JAMS DUE TO LOCAL BUILDUP
OF VEHICLE DEN!BlTV

REDUCES DENSITY, THUS  REDUCES
CAPAClTY  AND INCREASES SAFETY.
BUT REDUCES FREQUENCY OF JAMS,

WHICH INCREASES CAPACITY.

Figure 5-1. Actions and estimated payoffs - 1

CONTRIBUTIONS TO GOALS
FREEWAY 1 mwNrowN  1 ARTERIAL I

SAFETY SAFETY SAFETY
(only - 9-15 x of mxkientl  In flh  Uwpxy)

SAFET? improvements
almost always help

capacity by decreasing
blockage. There may be the

Poorsibilitv  of narrower lanes

CAPACITY
(PrmlW  hlghw 8pwc

at glwn dwwlty)

I
Big gains ocour after tie-in to

Smart Reeds - See
COORDINATE LIGHTS AND

VEHICLE MOVEMENTS

(capaolty benefit) In the future.

A simple addition to
Gap Hold plus Lane Hold.

SAFETY SAFETV SAFETV

Start with Lane Change
Warning System, progress

toward automatic
lane changing

ENERGY, Reductions In ENERGY, EMlSSlONS Net impact of all of the above
EMISSIONS

I

occur after tia-in to Smart Road

I

plus Auto Vehicle kfentification
and Auto Toll Collection

I

Figure 5-2. Actions and estimated payoffs - 2
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xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
1 GAIN IN EFFECTIVE CAPACITY UNDER 10 K 10-50 x 50-100 n O V E R  1 0 0  x

II DECREASE IN NUM OF ACClDEN’lS U N D E R  5 X S-20 K 2 0 - 5 0  K O V E R  5 0  %

D E C R E A S E IN EMISSIONS.ENEFtGY! UNDER 5 % 1 5-20 % 1 20-50 X 1 O V E R 50 %

CONTRIBUTIONS TO GOALS
FREEWAY DOWNTOWN ARTERIAL

m Controls density,
.::
~:.FgEihW%$tEir-~ therefore
ei:iruwsr,-mmw :::ji::: CONGESTION NA NA

x Metering improves
SAFETY

CONGESTION
(Very site specific) NA

incident/accident management

Not tried in U.S.

CONGESTION

CONG:STtON

Effectiveness highly dependent
on pridng structure, in turn

dependent on political
acceptability

Figure 5-3. Actions and estimated payoffs - 3

CONTRIBUTIONS TO GOALS
FREEWA Y DOWNTOWN ARTEHAL

Refers to coordination of
Smart Vehicles and

See below See below traffic signals by Smart Road.
Enabks  all of the following.

CAPACITY
Road tells vehicles when to start.

Extension  of Gap Holding,
CAPACITY PMoonIng, lane Holding, and

Aulo Lane Change eyetems
assume control.

NA

Semiplatooning coordinated

CAPACITY CAPACITY with lights. Eliminates all
-PPi

9
at low-medium

tra c densities.

SAFETY
Smart Road controls
Smart Car to eliminate
poasibilily of collision.

Figure 5-4. Actions and estimated payoffs - 4
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xxxx xxxx xxxx x x x x
GAIN IN EFFECTWE  CAPACITY UNDER 10 x 10-50 w 50-100 96 O V E R 100 %

DECREASE IN NUM OF ACCIDENTS UNDER 5 X 5-20 X 2 0 - 5 0  X O V E R 50 X

DECREASE  IN  EMISSIONS.ENEl?GY UNDER 5 K 5 - 2 0  K PO-50 X O V E R  5 0  X

CONTRIBUTIONS TO GOALS
F R E E W A Y  1 D O W N T O W N I ARTERIAL

CONQESTION CONOESTION

CDNGO;STION

CONOESTION CONOESTION CONOESTION

CONGESTION

I

CONGESTION

CONOESTION CONQESTION

1
CONOESTION

CONGD~STION

CONGESTION

CONOES2lON

Dynamic rerouting require*
l uneillance edequete  to eetimete

degree b duration of Stoppage,
rveilebility  of elternate  mute(e) with

,dequde  upecity,knowledge  of “me,
nethod  to divert traffic Geine Very eke-

specific. Handling important
to public perception of system.

Nev 6 Route Guidance plue
deetinetion  info  (ego.  perking). Small

Impect besed on 8uumptionthat
wet  tripe l re to femilieu  deetinetione.

Treffic condition info, reed
pricing. Little beers  for estimeting

efktiveneu  or imp8ct

Yake tlternatn  more ettrectlve.  eerier
to we;  Very difficult et low dehelty

end of trip. Impect Ie greater mobility
for the nondriver. Letent  demand
eete  up potentiel congeetion  geina

Figure 5-5. Actions and estimated payoffs - 5

CONTRIBUTIONS TO GOALS
FREEWAY DOWNTOWN ARTEHAL

CONOESTION CONQESTION
Accomplished by car pooling,

substitution of busses  for cam.
Erpertence  shows  h h hard to

nuke  happen.

CAPACITV CAPACITY

Yitlgmtn  injurln  Major impact on
public  perception of systsm.

SAPETV
knprobable  .yst.m 5enefit

*rgeet  In medium
dendty  wburba

Figure 5-6. Actions and estimated payoffs - 6
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5.1.2 Estimated Payoffs of Subsystems by Goal, Scenario, and Era

In Figure 5-7 the aggregation of all the second, third, and sometimes fourth tier
functions from the nine goal-scenario combinations have been associated with
individual IVHS subsystems.

Figure 518 assigns, based on our best judgment, the various subsystems to the time
period of first operational introduction.

- ADAPTIVE SIGNALS /
- FREEWAY ACCESS CONTROL
-AREAACCESSCONTROL

- SURVEILLA’NCE to support
EVENT RESPONSE

I

MING

AVOID.

-TRAFLIC CONDITION ,NFO,v

DIRECTIVES /

IL)I ...... . . . . ..m..:i:i:i:;:......... Y - ALTERNATE MODE INFCi  _

Figure 5-7. The translation into implementable systems
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NEXT 5 YEARS 5-10 YEARS lo-20 YEARS

- ADAPTlVE  SIGNALS

- FREEWAY ACCESS CONTROL

- SURVEILLANCE to support
EVENT RESPONSE

-TRAFFIC CONDITION INFO,
DIRECTIVES

- ALTERNATE MODE INFO

- NAV & ROUTE GUIDANCE

- PARKING INFO

- GAP CONTROL

- LANE HOLD

- AREA ACCESS CONTROL

- LANE CHANGE WARNING

- PLATOONING

- AUTO LANE CHANGE

- LATERAL COLLISION AVOID.

- AUTOMATED INTERSECTION
CONTROL, INCL TURNING

Figure 5-8. Selected systems with estimated operational introduction

Figures 5-9 through 5-l 1 show, for each of the time slices, our assessment of the
relative contribution of each of the subsystem to each goal-scenario combination.
Note that the benefits do not necessarily appear in the time period shown, which only
defines first operational introduction. The benefits will occur only after the subsystem
at issue has diffused into general usage.

Also note that each figure refers to only the time slice indicated. For example, the
systems introduced in the first five years are clearly still operating in 5 to 10 years and
10 to 20 years, but are not shown again to improve clarity.
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URBAN HIGH DENSITY
FREEWAYS I

URBAN
DOWNTOWNS ARTERIALS

ACCESS CONTROL
SURVEILLANCE *

TRAFFIC INFO - DRlVEd
ALT. MODE INFO

NAV. ROUTE GUIDANCE4

ADAPTIVE SIGNALS ’ ADAPTIVE SIGNALS ’
SURVEILLANCE *

TRAFFIC INFO - DRIVER:
SURVEILLANCE a

TRAFFlC INFO - DRIVER8
ALT. MODE INFO ALT. MODE INFO
PARKING INFO NAV. ROUTE QUIDANCE4

ALLEVIATE
CONGESTION

IMPROVE
SAFETY

ACCESS CONTROL
SURVEILLANCE * SURVEILLANCE * SURVEILLANCE *

DECREASE
HARMFUL EMISSIONS ACCESS CONTROL

,..r  ,,..  ‘ rrr.rr  r ..,,,,  ~ ,I,, r .r.r.r.rrrr..r.  *,,, ,,,,,,,  ,*,,,  .,,. .rrrrr.rrrrr.r~r.r.r.r.r.rrr..r.rr.rr.r . . . . r.rerrrr
DECREASE

CONSUMPTION OF NIV, ROUTE DUlDANCb
SCARCE ENERGY

A D A P T I V E  SIDNALS  ’ ADAPTIVE SIGNALS ’,,,.. rr.rr.rr ,.......  ,,,s . . . . . . . ..., . . . . . . . . . rrr.r . . . . .r.rr..*r..rr.rrrr,r  . . . . r . . . . r rr......  *r.rrrrr . . . . rr

NAV. ROUTE DUIDANCE  4 NIV, ROUTE GUIDANCE4

ACHIEVE HIGH
PUBLIC

SATlSFACTlON
WITH SYSTEM

I
S U R V E I L L A N C E  *

I
TRAFFIC INFO

to DRIVERS

SURVEILLANCE * SURVEILLANCE *

TRAFFIC INFO TRAFFIC INFO
to DRIVERS to DRIVERS

.

I 1. OVER OPTlYlZED  FIXED, COORDINATED.
2. SURVElLLANCE  + OWCK  RESPONSE TO ACCIDENTS, INCIDENTS
3. ON AVQ VEL - SOYE  LOCATIONS & EPlSODES HOHER
4. EQUIPPED CARS SOYETlYES 6-20  K, OVERALL IMPACT NEOUQIBLE

Figure 5-9. Relative payoffs by systems operational in five years

URBAN
FREEWAYS

HIGH DENSITY
I

URBAN
DOWNTOWNS ARTERIALS

GAP CONTROL’ALLEVIATE
CONGESTION ACCESS CONTROL

IMPROVE
SAFETY

GAPCONTROL
LANE HOLD

.ANE CHANGE WARNING

GAPCONTROL * GAP CONTROL *

1

. . ,.

DECREASE
HARMFUL EMISSIONS
Y*.Y.--.--..Ip

DECREASE
CONSUMPTION OF
SCARCE ENERGY

.--.-........--%.,A.-A . . . . A.. . . . .

I

. ..*-z.-  . . . . . . . A.I.--Y..*....*  . . . . . . . . . . . .

ACHIEVE HIGH
PUBLIC

SATISFACTION
WITH SYSTEM

1. REFERS TO MPACT  ON LANE CAPACITY
2. FREEWAY SYSTEM ONLY IN FlRST 10 VRS, AUTO-EN CINC FEATURE ONLY OFF FREEWAY.

Figure 540. Relative payoffs by systems operational in five to ten years
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r

ALLEVIATE
CONGESTION

IMPROVE
SAFETY

DECREASE
HARMFUL EMISSIONS
.A.x.v_nl_m_e...........,. ..rrrr r r..,..,, I ,...,. r.

DECREASE
CONSUMPTION OF
SCARCE ENERGY

ACHIEVE HIGH
PUBLIC

SATISFACTION
WITH SYSTEM

. . . .

I --

URBAN
I

HIGH DENSITY
I

URBAN
FREEWAYS DOWNTOWNS ARTERIALS

PLATOONING ’
A U T O  L A N E  C H A N G E  ’

AUTOLANECHANGE
LATERAL CCL AVOID

AUTO IN RSECTION 3
road cant ok vehicle

t

1. REFERS TO IMPACT ON LANE CAPACTTY. 2. .REFERS TO lNTERSECTlON  THROUGHPUT.

3. REFERS TO REDUCTION IN INTERSECTION ACCIDENTS

.

Figure 5-11. Relative payoffs by systems operational in ten to twenty years

Figure 5-12 makes a crude estimate of the relative contribution of the broad classes of
systems at the twenty year mark, it being assumed that reasonably wide diffusion of all
systems would have accrued by then. Here we do not show the individual system
elements, but have grouped them in the familiar IVHS categories. Again, the
motivation is to reduce clutter for better visualization.
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1

URBAN HIGH DENSITY URBAN
FREEWAYS DOWNTOWNS ARTERIALS

ALLEVIATE AVCS ATMS + AVCS ATMS  + AVCS
’ CONGESTION ACCESS CONTROL ATMS ATMS

ATIS
ATIS ACCESSCONTROL

ATIS

IMPROVE
SAFETY AVCS ATMS + AVCS ATMS + AVCS

DECREASE
HARMFUL EMISSIONS

%% . . . . . . I...l”- . . . . . . . . . ..~..-.....U..~  . . . . . -..,...X1. ...I~.-I^..AY.C.S. . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-...ATMS,+,..A~c.s  . . . . . . . . . . . .. ......ATMS..+ .. .. A.VCS.w.  . . ..r
DECREASE

CONSUMPTION OF ATMS ATM!3

SCARCE ENERGY

ACHIEVE HIGH
PUBLK:

SATlSFACl7ON
WITH SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE + SURVEILLANCE + SURVEILLANCE +
QUICK RESPONSE QUICK RESPONSE QUICK RESPONSE

ATIS ATIS ATIS

J

Figure 5-12. Relative payoffs at twenty years
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Appendix B

Benefits Data Summary

J Action: , Anti-lock Braking System
1 Benefit(s) 1 Reference ,,
7.5% reduction in all DAVIES91
road accidents

1
11 Assumptions

If all vehicles fitted with ABS.
13.5% of all injury accidents
involved skidding

J Action: Vehicle Monitoring
Benefit(s) 1 Reference
80% of incidents are GIULIAN089
disablements
13% of disablements
closed a lane

1
I Assumptions
Based on data for l-l 0 Freeway
in Los Angeles

Action: Static Speed Control; Automated Accel/Decel
1 Benefit(s) I Reference I Assumptions
7-30% fuel savings HOOKER88 On 3-6% grade hills

1

rAction: Lonaitudinal Collision Warning and Avoidance
1 Reference II AssumutionsBenefit(s)

warning to apply brakes MOBILITY90
to avoid colli’sjo’n will be
30% effective against
angle collisions and
20% effective against
rear-end collisions
Greyhound Lines
expects to reduce
accident rate by 25%
Radar braking could
help prevent rear-end
collisions; these account
for 24% of all accidents

INSTITUTE92

DAVIES91

J Action: Gap Holding
Benefit(s) 1 Reference
headway control, auto MOBILITY90

1 Assumptions

braking will be 20%
effective against angle
collisions, 60% effective
against rear-end
collisions
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140% capacity increase

Action: Platoonina
Benefi t (s)  ’
230% or 355% increase
in caoacitv
Safety and evolution
issues

Flow rates up to 12,000
vehicleslhrllane.
Concern for increase in
VMT causing more
oollution.
headway control, auto
braking will be 20%
effective against angle
collisions, 60% effective
against rear-end
collisions
300% capacity increase

Rockwell Math Analysis,
WARD91

J Reference
S H L A D O V E R S O  ”

SHLADOVERSl

JOHNSTONSO; see also
JOHNSTON91

MOBILITY90

Rockwell Math Analysis

Assumptions
Per automated lane (100%
automated); Math analysis
Manual driver: implicitly
optimistic.
Low impact velocity collisions
tolerable?

10 foot intraplatoon spacing,
Dap holding with .l set reaction
time interplatoon spacing, 60
mph, mix of platoon sizes<6

Action: Lane Hold Warning, Automated Steering
Benefit(s) 1 Reference 1 Assumptions
40% increase in capacity SHLADOVERSO By reducing lane width 12’ to

8.5’ then 5 lanes become 7.
Some capacity increase DAVIES91
Small travel time savings
Slight fuel and emissions
benefit
Some safety gain
12’ to 10’ lane width HELLER91
reduction

Need for exclusive lanes

Vision-based lateral guidance
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lane-edge tracking and
warning-will be 40%
effective against off-road
accidents, 10% effective
against head-on
collisions, and 5%
effective against
sideswipe accidents

MOBILITY90 25% market penetration by
2010

Lane Change/Lateral Collision Warning and Avoidance I
1 Reference 1 Assumptions

Warnina of vehicle in MOBILITY90 50% market penetration by
blind spot will be 20%
effective against
sideswioe accidents

2010 .
-

At?tianr Alltnmated Highway System
ReferenceBenefit(s)

Substantial capacity
11 AssumDtions

DAVIES91 2/3 of all accidents are caused
by driver error; almost all can
be eliminated.
Total vehicle automation, lat
and long. Merge streams,
enter/exit, etc.
Dual-mode vehicles, onboard
and roadside control.
Worse than HOV or LRT.

increase, travel time
reduction, and safety
gain; some emissions
benefit

80mph, 5 set
headways.
Must fully offset
emissions from induced
vmt increase
capacity increases range
up to 300%
Possible need for 20
times more safe to be
aCCeDtable
Need to be 10 times as
reliable as current autos.
Rigorous maintenance
not likely to be followed.
“automated highway” will
be 90% effective against
all accidents

JOHNSTON91

FENTON91

TURRENTINE91

I

1 Elimination of the human factor
in vehicle control
Driver’s loss of direct control

reference to Elias et al. over vehicle

CHEANEY76

MOBILITY90 1% market penetration by 2010
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dr4int-a~ Pnllicinn  Warninn  ant4 durririnntw
-“&I”. I.

Benefit(s)
90-93% of accidents
caused by human error.
Accident reductions from
3.55%-l  4.77%
50% rear-end and up to
l/3 of intersection
accidents prevented if
had additional l/2
second warning.
PROMETHEUS: Extra
l/2 second would avoid
50% of all accidents.
Various “safety
technology features”
evaluated; “robust
collision prevention”:
70% effective against all
accidents

increase for 40 second 2 second steady state
green time headways

Automated: .l lead vehicle
delay, .5 second steady state
headwavs

I ..Y I..... 3  II..- --w.wI..w-

Reference 1 Assumptions
FHWA82a

MOBILITY90
I

1 10% market penetration by
2010

Action: Speed 1
Benefit(s)
10% fuel savings

-8% fuel, -10% time,
-53% stops, -37% lane
changes
No time savings and
20% fuel savin s
30-40% time savings
and no fuel savings

Yvisories for Signal Junctions
Reference 1 Assumptions
TRAYFORD General finding; assume all

Can trade off fuel and time

I Another extreme
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10% fuel savings TRAYFORD Field test.
34% less stops; 13%
and 54% in optimized
conditions
15-70% less stops. TEPLYSO 70sec reduced to 30sec.
i l-43% less delays. Stopped delay from 45sec to
Platoon ratios: 20-25sec.
1.03 became 1 .l 1, Different cycles
.92 became 1.32 Same cycles
Up to 13% fuel savings: VANLEERSUM85 7 out of 18 links had advisory
12.8-18.7%  at 100% signs; generally 2/3 of links are
compliance potential
Up to 38% less stops, Can signalize to minimize fuel
can get to 44.1% less or to minimize stops or time;
stops time considered as secondary
6-12% time savings effect
Up to 15%” fuel savings:
multisim
Savings roughly linear
function of compliance

rAiNan:-  ~ %eed Control on Freewavs to Hon
fS1

J- nogenize Densities I
II Reference

J- -----~~~

1 Benefit,-, II------ ~~
21% increase in capacitv I CREMEI

1 l-2% increase in
--._ - - -- .-.- R79 Mathematical analysis

1 SMULDERSSO Mathematical analysis I
capacity
Better stream stability: #
of serious speed drops
reduced by 50%
Reduces congestion KARAASLANSO Mathematical analysis -

Simulated one case
VMS for speed DAVIES91
advisories are commqnly
ignored in U.S. and U.K.

1 Action: Isolated Signal Contrdl Safety: Dilemma Zone
Benefit(s) 1 Reference 1 Assumptions
Rear-end collisions CHARLES78

I

reduced 75%
SAlTO Savings presumed same as

CHARLES78
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1 Action: Isolated Signal Control Safety: Increase Intergreen
1 Benefit(s) 1 Reference 1 Assumptions
Reduce cross road BROWNFIELD Various other actions and
collisions by as much as issues addressed

1 Action: Isolated Signal Control Safety: Red Light Surveillance
[Benefit(s) 1 Reference 1 Assumptions
60% of fatalities in New FISHER92
York City were at
signalized intersections

Action: Adaptive and Optimized Isolated Intersection Control
Benefit(s) 1 Reference 1 Assumptions
Not more than 4% travel HENRY89, FARGESSO PRODYN at isolated
time reductions found intersection Compared critical

gap and fixed time techniques
Up to 30% delay savings VINCENT86 MOVA field tests.
during off-peak, 12% Compared to vehicle actuated.
during peak
Delays reduced 515% GARTNER89 OPAC. NETSIM simulation.
Journey time reduced CARDEN SCOOT at isolated intersection.
14.2% during evening “Before” case not optimized.
peak period

Reference: 10% less
versus optimized for time
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Action: Coordinated Partially Adaptive Signal Systems
Benefit(s) 1 Reference 1 Assumptions
15% less delay DAVIES91 Not significant improvement
Significant benefits to over optimal fixed-time coord.
fuel and emissions and Provides real-time traffic data.
n o i s e ATSAC=UTCS-1.5.

ATSAC does not consider if
same gains achieved by fixed-
time system.

Time -13.2% ATSAC87, ROWESla Dollar amounts saved also
No. Stops -35.2% reported
Speed +14.8%
Intersection delay
-20.3%
Fuel -12.5%
Hydrocarbons -10.2%
Carbon monoxide
-10.3%

Action: Coordinated Fully Adaptive Signal Systems
Benefit(s) 1 Reference 1 Assumptions
12% less delays. BRETHERTON89 SCOOT compared to optimized
20% less delays if fixed plan. Field trials.
compared to fixed plan
not updated yearly.
Another 3% delay BELL86 SCOOT compared to fixed time
reduction for each year plan.
fixed plan ages; total of
20% savings or more
Glasgow test: DAVIES91 SCOOT.
6% less journey time or Comparison to optimized fixed-
12% less delay at time signals.
signals Adaptive systems do not suffer
Coventry test: from aging: additional benefit of
5.5% less journey time 3%/yr, or 9% for typical 3-yr
or 27% less delay fixed plan.
Significant benefits to UTCS-3 actually increased
fuel and emissions and delays.
noise
During incident: HUNT85 Simulation. Also considered
Optimize fixed plan actual incident data for sum of
delays of 30.4 veh-h/h,
SCOOT delays of 23.7

queues at junctions.

veh-h/h.
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SIMS80Travel time reduced
39.5%, 14.5%, and
32.8% at different times
of day.
Accidents reduced 20%.
20-48% fewer stops.
18% less carbon
monoxide emissions.
12% less hydrocarbon
emissions.
30% more nitrogen
oxide emissions from
higher speeds.
15% fuel savings

Average 10% reduction
in total travel time

Speed increase 9.5%,
15.9%, and over 35%
during peak hours

Action: RamD Metering, Corridor Systems, Incident Management
1 Reference 1 AssumDtions

HADJ-SALEMSO.
Benefit(s)
3% more capacity,
16% less travel time
(18.5% less MIT),
Congestion duration
reduced by 55%,
Less diversion.
12.4% less peak density
Time to clear reduced

PAPAGEORGldU89
INRETS demand-caoacitv &
ALINEA studied; ALiNEA’
results shown here.

GOLDSTEIN82 Simulation.

LUXTON81

HENRY89, FARGESSO

MAUR089

SCAT. Compared with
optimized fixed-time plan.
Some data is from field trials,
other is estimated from
analyses.

SCAT. Linked vs non-linked
signals.
PRODYN used for network,
comoared to ODtimized fixed
time: Field trial:
UTOPIA field tests. Comoared
to fixed time plans. ’

from 4 min to 2.5 min
Significant capacity
gains.
Significant delay
reductions.
Some benefit to fuel and
emissions.
Chicago: congestion
reduced up to 60%,
accidents up to 18%
Houston:
Reduced travel times
25% and accidents 50%

DAVIES91 Gains to mainline drivers.
Houston: little adverse effect on
adjacent arterials.
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\ninn- St. Paul:
35% increase in speed,
32% more peak volume,
27% fewer accidents,
38% less accident rate.
Seattle:
Travel time reduced from
22 to 11.5 min, volumes
ncreased 86% and
;2%, accident rate
decreased 39%.
-ong Island:
Travel times reduced
From 26 to 21 min (20%),
13% at ramps, 6.7% less
fuel consumption, 17.4%
less carbon monoxide
emissions, 13.2% less
hydrocarbons.
MnDOT study: Reduce
total delay by 35%
30% reduction in
congestion, 18%
reduction in accidents
20% average
improvement in travel
time
16.2% less delay
56.4% less time to clear
incident
51.7% smaller queue
extension

3% capacity gain

Eliminated stop-and-go
traffic on freeway.
58% increase in speed
37% reduction in VHT.
Coordination:
Useful only when hwy
speeds<55mph;
One group did have
13.1% less VHT.
Same data as ATSAC

vlOBlLITY90,  OT089

MCDERMOTT79,
MCDERMOTT92,
GA091
LINDLEY87

REISS91, GARTNER87

CASSlDY91

BANKS9

LIPP91

ROPER91

Rockwell International
Science Center

Chicago Area Expressway
Surveillance and Control
Proiect.
Benefits of freeway surveillance
and control system, assumed
for his analysis.
9 varied scenarios considered
(averaged results).

Issues: equity and surface
street queuing
Due to “2-capacity” theory.
More gain possibly from
reducing merge conflicts.
Morning peak in Denver.
5 stand alone demand
responsive controllers.
Expanded to coordinated plan,
24 ramps.

Projected benefits of Santa
Monica Smart Corridor Project
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DOT90 Based on current medical
knowledge.

21% of fatalities could
have survived with
immediate medical care
3 min detection delay,
.15% FAR @ 60%
detection rate

STEPHANEDESSl

Action: Incident Warninas
Benefit(s)
l/2 of all accidents of >l
vehicle could be avoided
by early warning
13% of all accidents on a
Minneapolis freeway
were secondary
15-25% of accidents
could be affected.
Germany: 29% reduction
in accidents, also, 25%
reduction in severity.
Holland: 20% accident
reduction.
Rear-end collisions oer
year reduced 7 to 2,’
turnings accidents from 3
to 1, injuries 5 to 0.

Incident detection algorithm.

Reference
GIESA87

1 Assumptions

MOBILITY90 Peak period accidents.

RUSSAM

LEMAIRE91 Automatic queue detection and
warning panel installed at
Schuman Tunnel exit in
Brussels.

Action: Static route auidance
Benefit(s)
6% of all driving in U.S.
is due to incorrect route
6.9% of distance and
12.2% of time is wasted
due to poor nav, routing.
3% accidents avoidable
with navigation aid
6% average inefficiency
in route choice, although
l/3 unlikely to benefit
from route guidance.
2% mileage wasted by
drivers on familiar roads.

Reference
KING87

1 Assumptions
1985 estimate.

FRENCH90

RUSSAM
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2.2% of costs avoidable.
20-25% avoidable
wastage occurs when on
unfamiliar journey, taken
about 1 /week.
7% less travel time
2% less mileage
$500-$600/year/user
Some safety gain

6.4% distance and 9.5%
time savings

JEFFERY81

DAVIES91

KLIJNHOUT91

SC7701 l.FR

Based on data collected in
Gloucestershire, Great Britain.

Benefits mainly for equipped
users. 6.4% excess distance,
12% excess time; apply 80%
and then weight time 75% and
distance 24%.
Semi-dvnamic RG: use
historical data

Assumptions
AUTOGUIDE.

for equipped drivers, 2-
3% for unequipped
9-l 1% reduction in travel BEN-AKIVA91
times
10% time savings.
beneficial safety effect,
as vet cannot be
quantified
9-14% travel time
savings in urban
conditions.
6% total mileage in
London unnecessary.
Tokyo: 6% time savings,
5% less fuel use.
9-15% less travel time;
mean 11.5%
Small reduction in vmt,
fuel, emissions; possibly
safety improved.
Dollar amounts also
given, for 7%, 14% or
25% users equipped.

OECD88

TSUJl85 RACS project in Tokyo.

VANVURENSO

DAVIES91

Reduced ben
20% and 40% RDS-TMC
equipped

Based on tests with vehicles in
London.

CACS Trials data.
Compared to no route
guidance.
>90% of benefits to equipped
users.
Also did computer model of
Seattle.
DRG not of great benefit if little
s p a r e
Also considered rds-tmc: some
incidents not reported.
Negative effects can occur if too
manv divert.
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4% less travel time, 9% if VANAERDESO
signals retimed to
account for rerouting.
Non-recurring incidents:
time savings ranged
from 1 l-33%; majority of
benefits achieved by
equipping only 20%
Typical time savings of AL-DEEK90,
3-4%, even though KANAFANISO
distance savings of 8-
10%. Time savings can
disappear if street
speeds are low.
Savings negligible for AL-DEEK88
recurring congestion; up
to 33% time savings for
non-recurring incident.
Safety increase TURNQUIST91
Travel time gains and SPARMANN
increased safety
predominate.
Alt routes:
13% frequently, 56%
occasionally.
Privacy.
Safety: slightly fewer
mistakes but not
significant (but not
harmful).
3% improvement in TURNER91
travel time
Inefficiency in route KLIJNHOUT91
choice = 7% mileage
and travel time (ref
trr181).
Autoguide: 10% savings
in time.
Restriction to primary
roads caused increase
in mileage
Best if proportion of PEETA91
equipped users is .l-.4;
larger number is
counterproductive

Based on INTEGRATION
simulation model.

Theoretical study.

Simulation (FREQ8 and
TRANSYT-7F) of Santa Monica
freeway corridor.

DRG of hazmat
650 people in field trial.
Real savings are less important
than the subjective feeling of
having saved time.

Prodyn. Using drg data to
estimate queues.
Wegwijs.
Includes park and ride info

Austin-like corridor of 3 parallel
major hwys; simulation.
Unequipped don’t ever switch.
Hesitate to switch to best route
unless gain min time savings
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J Action: Strategic Travel Information
1 Benefit(s) 1 Reference
Travel times were 19% COMMEIGNES91,
shorter with information. MAHMASSANl88

L
1 Assumptions
Commuters interact with
simulated system. Can change
departure time and route.

Action: Traffic Signal Priority for Transit, HOVs
Benefit(s) 1 Reference 1 Assumptions
19.9% increase in MAUR089 UTOPIA field trials using
streetcar speeds. equipped transit vehicles.
20% of bus trip time are KHASNABISSla,b
delays at signals.
Transit preferred timing DAVIES91 Glasgow bus priority
plan: 8% increase in bus implementation.
speed, 16% less delays.
Reduced variability in

Reduced benefit to non-priority
vehicles = acceptable

travel times. disincentive?

Action: Automated Toll Collection
Benefit(s) I Reference
300% capacity gain of DAVIES91
toll plaza.
Reduced delays at
plaza, some fuel saved.
Increases security since
no cash needed.

I Assumptions
Assume l/3 of plazas have AVI
readers vs none.
AVI go 30mph, nonAVl take 5
set at booth; thus 27sec vs
51 set

Action: Road Pricing
Benefit(s) 1 Reference
73% reduction in cars PARTINGTON
entering zone,
carpooling increased
60%, 44% less total
traffic, 22% higher
speeds
Reduce peak-period BORINS89
traffic by 20%
Increase off-peak traffic
by 20%

I Assumptions
Data for road pricing in

Singapore.

Assumed by Hong Kong
Government.
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